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The following booster article appeared in the El Paso Herald for
Sunday.
This, and much other
material dealing with the incorporation of Lordsburg, removal of thé
hogs from the streets, and the
building boom, has been spread
broadcast over the southwest and
has been featured in many newspapers who realize the importance
of such factors in the growth of
the city of Lordsburg, no matter
how hard the opposition tries to
hold the town down.
Lordsburg, N. M., Jan. 8. A
building boom is taking place in
this city and by the middle of the
year Lordsburg will be greatly
changed in appearance downtown.
W. H. Small is making prepara0
tions for. the erecting of a
y
brick
or $20,000
building on the main street, a Ma- ' sonic temple is now under consider- ation by the order of this city and
no doubt will be built by spring,
and a new high school is to be
erected by the beginning of the
term next fall.
At Silver City this week the Co.
commissioners ordered a survey
to be made of Lordsburg and a census taken, aftér which the town
will be declared incorporated. Over
a majority of the legal voter in
this city have signed the petitions
for incorporation despite the efforts of the unprogrensvo element
to retard this needed movement in
Lordsburg's civic affairs.
Another important change, within the last two weeks, has been the
removal of all the hogs from the
streets of the city. Lordsburg
has been made a joke town of the
southwest because of the careless
citizens who have turned their
hogs into the streets to grub. Assistant district attorney C. C. Roy-aof Silver City declared war on
the hog owners and has promised
prosecution to the first offender.
As a result Lordsburg has been removed from the list of the hog
towns of the west.
$15,-00-

two-stor-

ll

WANTED-r- To

purchase range for

300 or 400 head of cattle. Must
have living water and good grass,
and be a bargain. Address P. O.
Box 1027, El Paso, Texas.

Sand W.

STIRRING REVIVAL MEETINGS
The two weeks' revival meeting
at the Methodist church has been
most successful in every respect.
Every evening the church has been
packed to hear Rev. Forman deliver his excellent sermons in his

forceful manner. The singing has
been fine. Rev. Forman is a good
eader and the songs introduced
have met with much favor. Every
evening special selections have
been rendered;
On Sunday afternoon a rousing
:hildren's service was held and in
:he evening the church was packed
to its capacity when the Baptists
oined in a union service with the
M. E. church.
The revival will close Sunday
evening.

Canned Fruits at

Regular price 35c, but will close out at 25c.
while they last

and W.

Tomatoes at

COWMEN" WILL

BE IN EL PASO
Annual Convention of American
National Live Stock Association Will Bring Crowda
The annual convention of the
American National Live Stock As
sociation will be held in El Paso,
Texas, January 25, 26 and 27, 1916,
and the officers and members of
the executive committee of that or
ganization are looking for the largest attendance in the history of the
annual conventions of the big na
tional live stock association.
Preparing Elaborate Program
El Paso has entertained within
the very recent past, the annual
convention of the Texas Cáttle
Growers' Association and the
and is very familiar
with the methods to be followed in
the entertaining of cattlemen. Besides, it lies in the center of the
greatest cattle producing area in
the world and includes in its population many of the leading cattle
tlemen.
Big Cattle Loan Company
While El Paso banks hate extended much aid to the cattlemen,
there has been need here of a
large cattle loan company.
J.
H. Nations, president of the
Panhandle & Southwestern Cattle Association, is among the
leading southwestern cattle deal
ers who advocate the formation of
a loan association to take care of
the needs of the cattlemen in this
territory.

DIRECTORS MEETING
Justice of the Peace for Hachita
Meetings
of the shareholders
James A. Robson has been
appointed Justice of the Peace of the First National Bank of
at Hachita, succeding George Lordsburg and al3o the Directors
was held at the bank Tuesday.
Edmonds, resigned.
Peter Jochem was elected as "a
new member of the board of
Regulate Freight Rates
directora and the present memOn January 20th at Deming bers were all
retained. Those
and the 21st at Silver City mem- on the board are: H. J. McGrath,
Corporation
bers of the State
John Robson, W. H. Small, F. R.
Commission will ' meet to hear Coon, J. P. Mansfield, J. T.
questions of
of McCabe and Peter Jochem making
class rates locally between points seven instead of six as heretofore.
in New Mexico. An invitation J. T. McCabe and J. P. Mansfield
is extended all those having in were present for
the meetings.
terests which will be effected by
The statement of the bank at
rates in New Mexico to be present the close of business December
at the conferences at whatever 31st is published in thJs week's
point is convenient either at issue of the Liberal and shows
Deming or Silver City.
the bank to be in excellent condition and growing steadily.

25 Cents
S.

1

PROMINENT VISITORS
John M. Sully, general manager
of the Chino Copper Company
at Santa Rita and Hurley, N.
M., Horace Moses, mine superintendent of the same company, and
Percy Wilson, mayor of Silver City
and prominent attorney, arrived in
the city Saturday and returned to
their homes Sunday. The gentlemen came here in connection with
their interests in the Bonney mine
which is being steadily developed
under the management of ,H. A.
Thome, who for years was connected with the Chino Copper Co.
Lordsburg feels proud of having
such men as Messrs. Sully, Moses
and Thome in back of one of the
local mines. It may be safely said
that these men are the most successful mining men in New Mexico
and their entrance into this district
to the south qf this city will no
doubt bring others.

A Few Cases of
.

1

Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday,

No. 9

LORDSBURG
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A few 2 pound cans of regular 15c. grade
now being sacrificed at 10c. per can

Fresh Vegetables
received daily. Lettuce, Carrots,
Beets, Radishes, Spinach, Peppers,
Greens, and everything you want

We Dn Mercantile Co.
If Yon See It In Our Ad It Is So

We Close At 6 O'clock P. M.

PRECINCT FOR 85 MINE
The County Commissioners
last week granted a new voting
precinct for the 85 mine camp.
The precinct will take in thirty
sections surrounding the 85 camp
but not taking in any of the land
through which the S P. or A. &
N. M. railroad
passes.
The
district begins one mile south of
Lordsburg and extends 6 miles
east and west running five miles
south. This will be only a voting
precinct and will have no effect
on the school funds.
An election for Constable and
Justice of the Peace has been set
for Saturday January 29th at
the 85 mine.
A petition has also been circu
lated tor the establishing oí a
a postoffice at the 85 mine, to be
known as Barclay, New Mexico,
and action is expected from the
postal authorities within a short
time.

Garage Changes Hands
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TEN CENTS

January 14,1916

BIG STORY TO BREAK
The Liberal's staff of literary
artists has been put wise to the
fact that there is more than a
possibility that there is a good
news story about to break into
headlines which is very favorable
to Lordsburg: and Grant County.
It has not been released and until that time our readers may
speculate as to what it is and
in the mean time do not let your
subscription expire for the early
part of 1916 so you may get the
full3tory when it is pushed over.
MORE PUBLICITY
In the Engineering and Mining
Journal's big annual review of
mining in the United States,
which appeared Tuesday, Lordsburg and its tributary districts
is featured in the write-u- p
of the
state of New Mexico. This is
the most valued mining publicity
Lordsburg has ever received and
is certain to turn the mining
spot-ligupon the local field.
The New Mexico review in the
Journal was another acquisition
of the Western Liberal's publicity
campaign.
ht

PUBLIC SCHOOL NOTES
Sewing is advancing wonderfully under the tutilage of Mrs.
Sellards and Miss C. Conners.
Crochetting has become so well
iked that the girls do it, between
the halves of their basket-bal- l
games. AH sorts of aprons and
bags have been designed and
made by the class. This week the
lesson
the girls how to
patch, neatly and so it would be
unoticed, on crossbar gingham.
Remarks have been heard to the
effect, that this extra work is
unnecessary and the girls and
boys ought to be doing their
readin, ntin and nthmetic.
If lessons in sewing, patching
and building, arent useful to our
future citizens, it would be a
benefit for us to learn what will
be.
Midyear promotions will be
made on Friday, January 14, 1916,
The names of pupils getting the
promotion, will be published in
the next issue of The Liberal.
A m e e t i n g of the Patron
Teacher Society was held at the
school house Wednesday atter
noon at four o'clock.
A new class has been started
in the high school, English
history being the subject and
Miss Huggett the teacher.
Mr. forman, the evangelist,
now preaching in Lordsburg,
addressed the pupils on Monday
anernoon. Mr. forman gave
an interesting and useiul talk
and his remarks were greatly

i

SINGLE COrica.

Arizona Autoists

Will Receive

Eliminate Lordsburg

Property Returns
County Assessor J. A. Shipley
will be in southern Grant county
from January 29th to February
5th, to receive property valuations in each precinct for 1916.
The assessor will be located at
some accessible point in each
precinct.
The itinerary is as
follows:

A motorcade of Southern Ariz
ona autoists left Phoenix, Tucson
Douglas, Bisbee, Tombstone and
other points yesterday morning
to visit towns along the Borderland Route, eliminating Lords
burg, the hub of the automobile
route to the coast. As a lame
excuse the autoists state that
the road between Lordsburg and
Rodeo is practically impassible
and therefore they propose to
hange the Borderland Route
from Kodeo through Hachita on
to Deming over a road going
through lakes and over malpais
country, many times worse than
the present Borderland Route.
It is then fear of the Southern
Highway and the S. P. Road
thru Steins, San Simon, Bowie
and on to Tucson, that has turned
the Douglas and Bisbee autoists
against Lordsburg. The narrow
minded towns in southern Ariz
ona cannot stand competition.
and boldly display it.
Lordsburg has worked for and
will continue to work for the
Borderland Route. In the Spring
the roads will be repaired both
for the benefit of the autoists
and the Animas valley farmers.
When a tourist comes to this city
he is shown the maps and logs
of all routes and is given to chose
for himself. It is this fairness
that the southern Arizona towns
are afraid of.
Lordsburg is playing square
put is not meeting with fair play.

Rodeo

Steins

Jan.

31, Feb. 1, 3, 5

Feb. 4 th
16 Feb. 6th

Jan.
Jan.
.27 Jan.
10 Jan.
29 Jan.
6 Jan.
15
1

Playas
"
Hachita
Walnut Wells

"
"

17

29 or 30
29 or 30
27 or 30
2S or 29
29

9 Feb.

1

Married in Canada
J. W. Crowdus, mining engineer of El Paso and well known

Lordsburg, was married in
Toronto, Canada Saturday to
Miss Mimmie Adoo of Galveston,
Texas. Miss Adoo is a daughter
of the well known Texas Capitalist.
The Liberal with Mr.
Crowdus' hundreds of friends
in
his section, extend
in

NEWS FOR MINERS
recent decision made by
Attorney General
Clancy of New Mexico is to the
effect that where assessment
work is not done on a mining
claim until the latter part of
December and laps on to the new
year the claim is not rendered
provided all
open for
good intentions are made by the
owner of the property.
A

Assistant

Commissioner
Land
State
Robert P. Ervein, has submitted
to senator Fall, a bill for additional State Lands for New Mexico.
The bill will be printed to con
gress within a
time
and there are good possibilities
of it being enacted. A proviso
in the bill calls for the exchange
of lands on the National Forest
with the State and if the bill is
passed exchange of land can be
made giving those located on the
National forest an opportunity
to buy their lands.

A Son and Heir
John B. Crowell
are the proud parents of a fine
big boy which arrived on January
8th, Dr. DeMoss in attendance.
The youngester will answer to
Mr. and Mrs.

vejhort

LORDSBURG

14

Animas

Bill For More State Lands

NEW

20

Ked Kock
Gold Hill

Separ

taught

UNDER

Iordsburg Prct.

name of Richard Bruce Crowell
and the Liberal is pleased to
announce that both he and the
mother are doing nicely. John
certainly did himself proud in
celebrating the event and his
friends have a supply of cigars
laid up for weeks to come.

MANAGEMENT

AUTO COMPANY

J. H. FITZPATRICK, Manager

Overland Agency

appreciated.

It would be well for the public
to visit the schools and see the
work going on. You are always
welcome, and we would be more
than glad to have your help and

sympathy.
lo the music of the cheering
crowd, and the honking of nu
merous automobile horns, the
Lordsburg basket-bal- l
team took
vengeance on the San Simon
girls for the points they won from
us in Arizona. Ihe girls were
after the ball every minute, every
player was in her place at the
right time. Very few chances
were lost. Julia Beam, worked
on the line getting the ball and
passing it to Annie McMeans,
who deftly tossed it into the
basket. Dorothy Chase played
jumping center, until, through
the r i g o r of the game. She
collapsed eight minutes before
the final time was called
Mildred Trimble took her place

The Lordsburg Auto Company,
established by B. B. Ownby, this
week changed hands, the new
manager becoming Mr. J. H.
Fitzpatrick, an experienced
garage man and mechanic irom
El Paso. Mr. f ítzpatrick,
together with the Lordsburg
Garage, will conduct the Over and played nobly.
Inez Clay
land Agency for Grant County. and Kutn onase did very good
He plan3 to make many improve work
in keeping the visiting team
ments at the garage in the near from running up a large score
keep
will
on hand and in getting the ball over to
future and
supplies and accessories as well
their center.
as a stock of Overland cars.
The San Simon aggregation
many
friends re displayed good team-worMr Ownby's
Their
gret to learn of his departure chief fault was in their inability
business
automobile
from the
to hit the basket. It was no easy
Mr. Fitzpatrick is a live ana matter to win the game from
energetic business man and will them as they worked the Lords
be a big assest to Lordsburg. bursr team to its utmost.
He is welcomed into local
The game ended with the score
business circles.
19 to 6 in favor of Lordsburg,
with a worn out team and with
S. P. WINS SUIT
the cheers of an admiring band
David
of
case
the
jury
in
The
rooters.
of
Cavanaugh. against the Southern
More
than one hundred rooters
Pacific company, for personal
damages sustained while a brake-ma- n attended the game Saturday and
in the Southern Pacific yards to them we extend our thanks
at Lorddburg June 28, 1915, re- for their presence and cheering.
turned a verdict Saturday morning 'We hope those who were not
in favor of the defendant at LI there, have repented and will
Paso, Texas. Cavanaugh sued for come next time.
Negotations are under way for
$20,000 damages and the trial was
held in the 65th district court.
a game with Duncan Saturday.

First man in Grant County buying a car from
us will receive advantaga of a big reduction.
1916 Model $750 F. O. B. Lordsburg
P. S. This Car Sold for $825.00 F. O. B.
El Paso, Texas
We Ask For Your Continued Patronage
and Assure You Good Service
n

Nibble at
j CHEESE

Thisi
store cheese, tasty
and healthful, is carried by
us for your table.
Good

k.

Sample it, then order some.

little thing like this may
make you a regular customer.
A

We

guarantee satisfaction.

i

k

LEAHY
THE ROBERTS
MERCANTILE CO

INC.

WESTERN LIBERAL.

LOADING A

CIG ITALIAN

GUN NEAR GOHITZ

'Xt.

-
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the,

revolution aKlnt Victoriano
Huerta and from the courtyard ol
which he mounted his horse and Set
forth to restore to the people their
constitutional rights. The arches bore
such inscriptions as these:
"Vcnustiano Carranza, preserver of
the national liberties."
"Venustlano Carranza has spoken
for the soul of his people."
"Venustlano Carranza, the liberator,
the patriot, the hero."
Tell a Wretched Story.
The neighborhood of Saltillo has always been a Carranzlstas country, out
the abundant wreckage of trains, stations and public buildings In the state
of Nuevo Leon and the stilled industries tell a wretched story of even
comparatively recent differences ol
opinion among the inhabitants.
The almost empty streets of Monterey once the Pittsburgh of Mexico
also tell a story. Less than a year ago
Antonio Villarreal was there. He professed allegiance to the constitutional
cause. Angeles came and drrr him
out. Vlllarreal's retreat was accompanied by much random shooting that
dropped scores of civilians. The
new railroad station was fired
Shells laid low many homes of the
mag-nlflce-

i

Jk.

Vjf'

.J

poor people.
Villa came a few months ago and
compelled the tradespeople to pay
1
pesos. Then the Villlstas fled
before Trevina and there was more
helter-skelte- r
shooting more killed
lookers-on- .
So, when Monterey heard
í
ft
that Carranza and Obregon were coming with many trains of Yaquis, Monterey obeyed ordora to take a holiday
and then kept off the streets.
Uue of the Italian 3(1.6 millimeter guns In" the mountains above (Jorlti
In the mile-lonprocession that
long
siege of thut Austrian city. The crew Is about to put In the
during the
Governor de la Garza got up in honor
projectile.

X

V

fl IA ?i

írtV'V

g

of

the distinguished

visitors

there

were more men than all the men, women and children on the sidewalks. But
NEVER AN IDOL OF
CARRANZA
it was the most orderly parade of revo.
.
lutionists that had taken place in Monterey since the beginning of the days
occupations, evacuations
and
HAS A HARD
AHEAD of
triumphal entries. And so towards the
latter part of the afternoon the people
of Monterey emerged from their
houses and wiindered around in search
Faces a Gigantic Work in the Resuscitation of War-Tor- n
Mexico
of the celébr eles.
His Government Opposed by Organized Government Only in
There was a kermess in the evening
at one of the Alamedas. Carranza went
the State of Oaxaca Brigandage Exists in Almost
to it He bought huge quantities of
Every Section of the Country.
flowers, submitted to "arrest" and
"fine" of 199 pesos, shook hands with
El Puno, Tex. Although he has com- - mons, there Is occasional fighting now all the pretty young ladles and as
posed peace with the followers of between forces representing the fac- usual, bore himself with dignity.
Francisco Villa and finds his govern- tions of Carranza, Villa, Zapata and
Obregon went to the kermess, too.
ment opposed by an organized gov- even Oaxaca Indians. The latter In- The young ladies made a tremendous
ernment only In the stale of Oaxaca. dians are inclined to cast their lots ado over this handsome
VonuBtlano Carranza today faces a with any faction that appears in the hero of the
revolution. When the two
Kigantlc problem in the resuscitation majority, and when there is any un- men
left the park everybody crowded
or
Mexico. His handicaps, in certainty as to this condition they around
automobiles and shouted
the order of their difficulty, may be fight for themselves, loot and raise "vivas." their
was the first time for many
It
summarized as follows:
havoc generally.
a day that any considerable number of
1. Brigandage in almost every sec"The state of Oaxaca is neutral and representative. Monterey folks had
tion of the country; widespread love conducting her affairs independently of shouted vivas
for revolutionaries.
of a buccaneering life, brought about all the rest of Mexico," suys Mr. SiBack in the first Constitutionalist
by the succession of revolutions.
mons.
"The governor of that Btate occupation
of the City of Mexico, when
2. Zapata's revolutionary army In
was put In the executive chair by the
the Montenegrolike state of Morelos. people of Oaxaca; he hns a large army Carranza rode forth in Avenida Fran3. The state government of Oaxaca.
to carry out his orders and the peo- cisco I. Madero or in the Paseo the
paused to look at him and to
This government is a novelty In Mex- ple generally are loyal to the gov- people
ico, and has maintained order ai.d de- ernor. There is no trespassing In the say to one another:
"There goes Carranza!"
clared Itself "neutral" toward Villa and state allowed from Carranza, Villa, ZaThe Cause, Not the Man.
Carranza and other chieftains of war- pata or other factional forces or brigIf tney did not have too many
like proclivity.
ands. In this state perfect tranquillity
4. The question of "manhood," I. e., Is being maintained and the state goveavesdropping neighbors they were
the dltliculty or finding suitable men ernment Ib not being molested by out- likely to add one or two other favorite
for government positions.
In Oaxaca, the state words. Seldom or never, came a ' viva,"
side influences.
C. An empty national treasury and
government has exacted but one prom- The silence was damning. If it were
prostrated industries. Typhus.
ise from the people besides that of broken at all by an outcry the enthusiAs to brigandage, an American living peacefully and lawfully that Is, ast turned out to be a man in uniform.
named SimonB, who arrived in La- that they will not use the factional But all through the states of Tamauli-pa- s
and Nuevo Leon and through
redo, Tex., a few days ago from a currency of either Carranza or Villa,
point near Mexico City, where he Is but that the bank bills of Oaxaca, to- Coahulla to this city Carranza has
engaged in business, brings an Inter- gether with silver and gold money, been given abundant evidence of
revolutionary enthusiasm. He
esting story, He describes chaotic shall be the prevailing medium of

THE

MEXICANS.

IN

NEGLIGEE

SOMETHING THAT EVERY
AN CAN APPRECIATE.

war-tor-

Has Done Great Work.
Unlike in Mexico City, the people
of Oaxaca are consequently only using bank bill currency and gold and
silver money of the old Mexican govUnder these conditions
ernment.
peace and prosperity prevails only in
the state of Oaxaca."
"Between Tamplco and the country for a distance of about 60 miles
northwest of there," he contirued,
"the brigand forces of the OJtlla
brothers are looting.
Thesu Lands
cannot be apprehended by the Carranza soldiers, for after making ne of
their raids they hike to the r;io ntaln-ou- s
country and in the fastiieies of
the mountains they elude pursu (.."
However, the American states that
First Chief Carranza has ao ar accomplished a great work for Uexlco,
for in many places the old iiu.a prosperity and general activity hi.s been
restored, mines and other industries
have resumed and an air of confidence
prevails. Many Americana aid other
foreigners who from two to fojr years
ago fled from the country on account
of the revolution are now returning
there some to take old
sitions
which they gave up, and others to
make investments and hazard the
chances of making good now that
peace appears to be firmly established
In portions of the country.
Some Interesting details of Carran-za'- a
recent tour of the northern states
arrived here today from Saltillo. Accompanying htm was Gen. Alvaro
the man who defeated Villa,
now the strongest military figure in
Mexico.

Wherever the news of the coming of
the first chief preceded his flock of
special trains there were seven of
them the national colors blossomed
In all the pristine exuberance of the
Dial regime. From Tamplco to Saltillo
the Mexican revived not only the practice of decorating their communities
with the national colors and playing
the national anthem, but the art of
building triumphal arches.
In his native city, Saltillo, a series
of beautifully-designearchos showed
him the way back to the state capítol
from the balcony of which In February.
1913, he proclaimed the beginning of
d

CJU11YS
GREAT HARVEST

C.
'

a

Decidedly Encouraging From

ks

Ev-

ery Standpoint.

out Train.
Every woman knows the comfort of
k
attractive and yet loose
and simple negligee. This design is
one of the simplest possible for a negligee, which partakes of the nature of
it.
a morning dress, and can be worn as
such no matter who unexpectedly
calls. The top Is a plain kimono top
with loosely fitted sleeves, confined to
the wrist by a very dainty cuff. The
collar also takes away from the
kimono Idea and gives a dressy touch
to the upper part of the garment This
negligee may be made with or without
a short train, although a train on a
short woman always gives her the appearance of greater height and grace.
The best materials for making up this
i i
negligee are Japanese and Chinese cotton crepe, which are made as well in
America as in the Orient.
Printed
challlea and wash silks, and silk crepes One of the real novelties In millinery
are all admirable for making up simple
for this season Is a combination
negligees, because they all can be eas"tarn" and cap with a piquant visor
ily washed, without losing their color
reminding one very much of the
or shape.
military fatigue cap. The material
The sash, which is worn with this
use In the model Is of black hatters'
pretty garment, can be passed through
plush. The crown Is full and gatha strap at the back and not confined
ered. Gray satin binding Is used efaround the waist, except when one
fectively as a trimming. A gray
wishes to give the wrapper the apsatin ribbon passing through a
pearance of a dress. Now that all
nd-shaped
steel cut buckle sets
off the hat very effectively. The visor
of the cap, coming well down over
the eyes, is edged with gray satin
binding. For motor wear this combination hat is unexcelled.
well-mad-

4
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diamo-

may be turned over to its original use
when baby is ready for a crib. It pays
to get a good quality wicker, for it
handles give away the contents will
come to grief. Select a good size, too,

if
Simple Negligee,

large enough to accommodate an ordinary bed pillow snugly fitted in for a
mattress. The sides should rise high
enough above the pillow on the sides
to keep Master Baby safely ensconced.
Line the basket with double layers
of cotton wadding and after basting
this in place cover it with pink,, blue
or white satin or cambric lining. The
bottom of the basket should be put in
last to cover the rough edges of the
sides. Now the basket is ready fot
the third and last covering, which may
be sheer muslin or point d'esprit oi
plain net shirred with a heading along
the top to hide the top edge of the
basket. It is a little troublesome tc
stitch this Into place, but you soon
learn to find the spaces in the woven
wicker, and heavy thread and a carpel
needle will do tbe rest.
The pillow should have its ordinary
white linen or cotton slip, which can
be removed every day when the pillow
is lifted out to air. A rubber and
quilted mat will protect the pillow,
and all can be frequently lifted and
removed. The advantage of such basket Is that the baby is protected from
draft and yet the basket is easily carried from one room to another or to
the porch if necessary. The outside
of the basket is better left uncovered
because it would soon get musty and
dirty from usage, and tbe heavy willow is sufficiently ornamental in Itself.
If desired It can be painted white.

dresses are wider than formerly, the
writer would suggest adding an extra
fold of the feOodB In the middle of the
back when cutting out the pattern.
This can be gathered to the upper portion, and In no way interfere with the
general set of the design. A collar
And cuff of plain color are attractive
with net, or lingerie, or lace collar and
cuff placed over the stationary one.
This makes it possible to remove the
white finishing touches and keep them
has accepted this homage with grave always washed and fresh.
Traveling Hint.
dignity, often with unchanging face,
The small trunks devised for short
like a man after all receiving only his GOOD CR!3 FOR THE BABY motor trips have been taken up by
due.
others in addition to the motor worn'
"It is not enthusiasm for the man," Clothes Basket Inexpensive and Makes an and have led into the launching of
say his followers. "It is for the cause
boxes
a large variety of
Ideal Sleeping Place for Small
cleverly fitted up to take Into small
that he represents and leads the cause
Ruler of the Household.
compass all one may need for the
of the people." The Mexicans use the
If you do not want to go to the exwords "el pueblo." While the dictionvisit. Some of theBe have
ary translation of "el pueblo" is "the pense of a bassinet that baby will handles and at a pinch a man could
people," the words "the popular" soon outgrow it is a good idea to util- carry one as hand baggage Instead of
serve best to convey the Mexican ize an ordinary clothes basket, which checking it.
meaning.
They are mostly Indians who gather
wash cloths in water as
as the
at the stations and throng the city NOT HARD TO BEAUTIFY BACK hands can stand. Wringhot
these out
streets to shout "vivas" for Carranza
until thsy are almost dry, clap them
and Obregon. It is doubtful if more Massage and Cold Cream i Will Be on the back and cover with a dry
With
to
Found
Wonders
Work
than one in fifty of them can read o
Turkish towel. As soon as they be
the Skin.
write, but there is no doubt that, they'
come cool, change them for hot fresh
know Carranza when he steps forth
Keep this up for about fifteen
Dame Fashion has pity on her de- cloths.
from his car, and the mere eitfht of
votees. She refuses to take into con- minutes, or until all the pores are
Obregon sends them into hysterics.
opened thoroughly. Now take great
The gravity of Carranza on tour, or sideration their shortcomings. Thus dabs of cold cream and rub
into the
year
decollette
decrees
this
she
that
imperelsewhere, for that matter,
open pores. Take off with wads of
turbable, and so perhaps what his fol- gowns must be very, very decollette absorbent cotton.
lowers say is true, that the enthusiasm in the back, in spite of the fact that
The cream you will be surprised
is for the cause that he represents. few women have beautiful backs to find, will be quite soiled, for the openedto
Certainly local spokesmen toll him elo- display.
pores will emit their secretions. Ad- Yet if we are to be in fashion this
quently to his face that thj people
tly fresh cold cream, rub in thorough
year
evening
our
we
frocks
wear
must
gathered
emphasize
to
to him the
have
ly and wipe
with clean cotton.
meaning of the cause of the people. cut out generously In the back, and Keep this up off
until
the cream is as
average
pretty
effect the
They say this with all respect and they to create a
comes off as when it
clean when
give him their gratitude and homage, woman must do something to beautify was applied it
to the back,
but always, even in the moBt obscure her back.
Just because you have pretty skin
mountain hamlets, the cause of th
DICTATES OF FASHION
on your face, don't take it for ganted
people Is placed above personalities.
The appeal of Obregon to hamlet that your back and shoulders can
woolens are used a good
Checked
groups and city populaces is instan- boast of so line a covering. There the deal with plain velvets.
taneous. He is a gallant, cheery figure skin as a rule la much coarser, its
Revers of dark cloth
are often
that takes the eye. From htm radiates texture and color are quite different lined with Ivory whitecloaks
Batitt.
a world of energy; its effect is magi- from your pink and white complexion.
The latest thing is a round, full
Unless your back is badly formed,
cal. The cause of the people may be
waist line marked by a piped cording
you
greatest
thing
women
afflicted,
few
in
are
thus
world
the
to and
the
Gilt slippers and gold toned stock
these audiences of First Chief Car- need not despair of beautifying this ings will be worn to winter
dances.
ranza on his triumphal tour, but Obre part of your anatomy. Massage will
Extremely full,
basques are
gon is
hero. He has all do wonders in making the skin fine, seen on coats with short
tight fitting back
the attributes of the hero, including
and various bleaching lotions can be
The most original
perhaps
stump of an arm which his victory at applied to lighten the color.
The suited for evening Is themodel
Watteau rnnf
Calaya left him.
greatest difficulty the average woman with a ruche of white ribbon
at the'
All the sunshine of Mexico plays will encounter Is the fact that she neck
made very full at the
hem
atd
over Obregon'a handsom Irish face. cannot take this treatment alone. edge.
He likes bis people, and he likes them Either a maid, a sister, a mother, or
so well that even as he smiles back at a kind friend must be pressed into
Shirred Pocketa.
A very attractive dance frock for
them he moves a little closer to Car service, for it is almost impossible to
ranza's side and stands there aggres- reach one's own back to massage it a young girl Is made of pink taffeta.
sively for all the world to know that properly.
.
On each side of the skirt tharo
The beautifying treatment is very patch pocket, shirred at the top, and
be is with Carranza, to give the lio to
the rumors that a breach between the much like that applied to the face. decorated with a little spray of blue
two men is a possibility
First lay small bath towels or large ana pink cninon
d

circulation.

NOVELTY IN KILUNERY

WOM-

Design Given Here Can Be Used
Morning Dress If 8o Desired--LooWell With or With

TASK

one-arme- d

conditions prevalent In the country
contiguous to the Mexican capital at
this time where, environed by contagious disoases and pestilence on the
ono hand, and by marauding bands of
outlaws and recalcitrant people generally on the other baud.. Gen. Pablo
Gonzales, the Carranza military commander of Mexico City, is confronted
with an intricate problem.
Within a radius of Hi miles northwest of Mexico City the land is
filled with bands of outlaws and
marauding and devastation Is keepLarge haciendas,
ing them busy.
or ranches, are being raided by these
outlaws, the homes looted and the
people compelled to floe to safety, and
in some Instances, the torch applied.
The roving bands of marauders are
strongly organized and travel In large
force, and whenever Carranzlsta soldiers are sent out to attempt to disperse them or give battle, the soldiery Is generally defeated. Ouly recently a force of Carranza men sent
out to a point northwest of Mexico
City about 20 miles failed to return,
and It is believed they were ambuscaded by the outlaws and annihilated.
Swarmi With Brigands.
However, the principal abode of
lawlessness at this time begins at a
point 35 miles northwest of the Mexican capital, says the American, and
In that section the country Is swarming with brigands. They are neither
ZapatlHtas
nor Villlstas, but each
large band has its leader, and with
them the order of the leader Is law.
Occasionally these men engage the
soldiers of both Carranza and Zapata, but the Zapatistas are thinning
out around Mexico City now and are
taking to the mountainous country to
the southwest of the capital.
Gen. Pablo Gonzales has exerted
bis utmost effort to quell the disturbances In bis district, states the American, but he baa an inadequate force
to cope with the situation with which
he Is confronted at this time. There
Is even dissension noticeable among
his men, because of the restrictions
exacted to confine them to certain
quarters 3t the city on account of the
unwholesome health conditions prevailing
In the Pachuca district, says Mr. Si

COr.IFOHT

over-Sunda- y

over-Sunda- y

Speaking of conditions generally in
Canada, the most encouraging feature
of the year, from a trade and financial
standpoint, has been the bountiful
harvest of the Northwest, where a
greatly Increased area under cultivation has given the highest average
yield in the history of the country. It
Is estimated that the grain crop of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
has a market value to the producers of
approximately four hundred million
dollars, in the use of which we may
anticipate not only the liquidation of
much Indebtedness, but the stimulation of current trade.
The annual reports of the various
banks throughout Canada are now being published.
They savor of optimism all the way through, and, contrary to what might be generally expected in war times, business Is good
everywhere.
The General Manager of the Bank of
Montreal at the recent annual meeting said: '"The position of Canada Is
a highly favored one, with an assured
future of growth, development and
general prosperity."
In the same report it is said that the
Canadian West "has recovered to a
marked extent from the economic dislocation of a year ago."
The season's wheat and other cereal
crops have exceeded all previous records In quantity and quality, and, despite tbe enormous yield, prices have
been uncommonly well maintained.
It would be difficult to exaggerate
the Importance of thesu results to the
Prairie Provinces and the Dominion
at large.
The prosperity of those engaged in
mixed farming and ranching la most
encouraging:
The flour mills in Manitoba, Sas
katchewan and Alberta are busy and
are doing well. Their combined dally
capacity is about 27,000 barrels.
The large advances of the Dominion
Government to farmers in certain districts, principally in the form of seed.
were made very opportunely and have
been amply justified by the very large
crop yield in those districts.
Business In many important lines is
good and should continue to improve
as returns from grain yet to be marketed are received.
The general business outlook has
been transformed by the large crop.
The returns of the gross earnings of
Canadian railroads for November show
those of the Canadian Pacific increased 1, 796,000 or 78 per cent for
the last nine days of tbe month. Compared with same month year ago, increase no less than $5,291,000 or 67 6
per cent against a 45 per cent gain In
October, and a decrease of 4V4 per
cent in September.
H. V. Meredith, of the Bank of Montreal, In a recent address delivered at
Montreal, declared that the most encouraging feature from a trade and
finance standpoint had been the bountiful harvest of the Northwest, where
the greatly increased area under cultivation had given the highest average
in history of the country. He estimated the grain crop of the three
provinces at a value of over $400,000,.
000, and said that such remarkable results would have the effect of attracting the tide of immigration to our
shores, when the world is again at
peace. The restoration of a favorable
balance in our foreign trade ia a factor of supreme Importance at the present time.
It is the general opinion in the East
that the 1915 grain crop in the Prairie Provinces .not only put the whole
Dominion in a sounder trade and financial standing, but that it will also result in a big Increase in immigration
to the West of agricultural settlers,
who will Include capitalized farmers
from Europe and the United States as
well as homesteaders. Advertisement.
What He Was.
"I'm afraid, Rastus, that you are
something of a pessimist."
"Pessimist? No, suh, I ain't no
I'se a opposumist."

1
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ALWAYS
As to Your

LOOK

Hair and

Cutlcura.

-

YOUR

BEST

Skin by Using
Trial Free.

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. These
y
fragrant,
emollients preserve 'the natural purity and beauty
of the skin under conditions which, if
neglected, tend to produce a state of
Irritation and disfigurement
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
super-cream-

Always a Drawback.
"Don't you feel that lt'a
good to be alive?"
Second Man
"Why, yea, of course; but it costs Ilka
the dickens." Boston Transcript.

First Man

Red Cross Bag Blue malea the laundress
makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

oPpy,

Exchange Places.
Opportunity knocks at every man'a
door. After that tbe man who didn't
respond does the knocking.

I

Most men would be content with
if it were a lot of money.

their lot

WESTERN LIBERAL.

DO

GET UP VIT

YOU

fi LAL1E

BACK?

Have You Rheumatism, Kidney, Liver or
Bladder Trouble ?
Pain or dull ache in th back U often night, irritation, aediment, etc.
tvidrnce of kidney trouble. It it Nture'i
Lark of control, smarting, uric acid,
timely warning to ahow you that tbe track dizziness, indigestion, sleeplessness, nervof health ia not clear.
ousness, sometimes the heart acta badly,
rheumatism, bloating, lack of ambition,
Danger Signal.
II these danger aignala ara unheeded may be losa of flesh, sallow complexion.
mor aerioiia results may ba expected;
Prevalence of Kidney Disease.
kidney trouble in ita worst form may steal
Most people do not realize the alarmopon yon.
Thousands of people have testified that ing increase and remarkable prevalcncy
While kidney disthe mild and immediate effect of Swamp-Roo- t, of kidney disease.
are cmong the moat common
the great kidney, ÜTer and bladder order
remedy ia toon realized that it atandt diseases that prevail, they are sometime
by patienta, tf Ao
the highrrt for ita remarkable curative the last recognized
effect in the moat distressing caaea. If very often content themselves with doctoryon need a medicine, you ahould baya the ing the effects, while the original disease,
beat.
may constantly undermine the system.
t
and
aize
Regular
Lam Back.
Lame bark ia only one of many aytnp-tor- n bottles at all drug stores.
Don't make any mistake, but remember
of kidney trouble. Other lymp-tom-a
and
the name. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Hoot- ,
showing that you may need Swamp-Roare, being aubject to embarrassing the address, Binghamton, N. Y., which
every
find
on
bottle.
and frequent bladder trouble, day and you will
by enclosing
SPECIAL NOTE You may obtain a aample sir bottle of Swamp-Roo- t
ten cent to Dr. Kilmer Jt Co., Binghamton, N. Y. Thia give, yoo the opportunity
o prove the remarkable, ujerit of thia medicine. They will aleo aend you a book of
valuable information, containing many of the thousands of grateful letter, received
to be just the remedy needed
from men and women who aay they found Swamp-Roo- t
are ao
in kidney, liver and bladder troubles. The value and success of Swamp-Roo- t
aample
aize bottle. Address Dr.
well known that our reader are advised to aend for a
Kilmer 4 Co Binghamton, N.. Y. When writing be aura and mention thia paper.
fifty-cen-

one-doll-ar

ot

A Winter Campaign.
Two Preaenta to Buy,
"Can't you get rid of the cook?"
"Misfortunes never come singly."
"Well, we are preparing for a drive
"I know it. Yesterday I received
two wedding invitations in the Bam. against her."

mail."

Mot Gray Hairs bat Tired Kree
make us look older tlian we are. Keep
your Eyes younat and you will look younx.
After the Movies Murine Your toyes. Don't
toll your aire. Murine Eye Remedy Co.,
Chicago, Send By Book on request.

Brief, but to the Point.

FRUIT LAXATIVE

Inconstant Figures.

SICK GUILD
"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Flga" that this fs their ideal laxative,
because they love Its pleasant taste
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowel3 without griping.
When cross. Irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When its little system Is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, indigestion, colic remember, a good "inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a elck child
tomorrow. Ask at the storo Tor a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.

"Do you mean to tell me that star's
salary is a thousand dollars a week?"

"It all depends," replied the manager, "on whether we're talking to the
income tax collector or merely for publication."

Slipping One Over.
Convict 1103 The doc told me if I
did not quit smoking I'd croak within

two years.

Convict 1104 Going to quit?
Convict 1103 Nope; the joke's on
the doc; I'm going to be hanged next
month. Chaparral.
When Reality Prevailed.
"Crimson Gulch doesn't look anything like It did ten years ago," said
the traveling man.
"No," replied Broncho Bob;; "ten
yearn ago, before so many saloons
started up, if a man saw a rattlesnake
coroin' up the road, he knew it was
a
rattlesnake."
sure-enoug- h

Easy Manners.
"Six months ago I lent you twenty

dollars."
"So you did, old fellow:"
"And I am still waiting for you to
pay me back."
"So you are, and permit me to say
we are both men of very unusual
poise."
"Umph!
Why?"
"No one seeing us together would
suspect that I owed you a cent."

Too Conscientious.
"That policeman is too conscientious to be a gardener."
Not Without Avail.
"What do you mean?"
"Peter Cooper, stand up."
"poor white trash,"
"He arrested the growth of a vine
The
on his house when he found It climb- holding his ragged hat in one hand
ing through a window."
and the tall of his shabby coat in the
other, walked slowly up to the stand.
"Yes, Judge."
The Quinine That Does Not Affect Head
Because of its tonic snd lsiativs affect, LAXA"You are accused of profanity in a
TIVE BROMO QUININE is belter tlisn ordiuarf
public place."
euiuino sod can ba taken br sayona, aso.
"I guess I did it, Judge. Nigger was
tryln' to steal ma nous."
What Happened.
"But you should know better than
"So our friend speculated once too
to take the name cf the Lord In vain,
often?"
"Yes," replied Mr. Dustin Stax. "He Mr. Cooper."
"It warn't in vain, Judge. You Jes
started a big game of freezeout and
ought ter have seen that nigger run!"
got caught In his own frost."
Case and Comment.
The man who knows enough to atPUZZLED
tend to his own business knows
Hard, Sometimes, to Raise Children,
enough.
raw-bone- d

Stop
That Ache
Don't worry along with a bad

!

back. Get rid of It. It's a sign you
haven't taken care of yourself
haven't had enough air, exercise
and sleep. Probably this has upset your kidneys. Get back to sensible habits, and give the kidneys
help. Then, It It's kidney backache,
the dizziness, lameness and tiredness will disappear. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills the best recommend
ed kidney remedy.

A Colorado Cast)
Ptrfuea
- Mrs. J. B. Wil
'tvm
SV"itry"
liams. 100 8. Chero--

r

sx

k

St., .Denver,
e
Colo., saya: "I suffered a great rteal

from pain and
weakness in my
back. I was nerv
oua and restless
and could hnrdly

trnw--

The kidney
secretions were unMy feet
natural.
and ankle were
sleep.

too.
swollen,
Kidney

Doan'a

Pilla mails me nerfectlv well. I have
enjoyed splendid health ever aluce."
ti Dean's at Aay Star. 80c a Baai

DOAN'S

WJ?

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

g

SURELY PREVENTED
Guitar's BIokll flirt, lxiw- IrMh, rsliai'l: preferred br
iteftmrn Imcjium inty IK- liar
mmm
tsot
tliar vaaaUaa
falL
1 -- M " Writs tur bookl-- l snd
m
akaa. Blaekla PUIS 1100
A
ta. Biaaklaf Pilla 4.0
Cas any lniartor. but Cuitar! beat.
The superiority of Cutiar products Is rjua ta orar IS
at
in vaMian ana saruais oaly.
JMra
Inslat an Cuttar's. If un.it.llBti. order direct.
Berkeley. Calllarsls,
THE CUIItH LABOHATUHV,

BLACK

PARKER'S

HAIH
f

BALSAM

A toilet preparation of murtfc,
I
Helo to w4lloAtdejiaruri.
(

rerntnanas
Beauty lolirar or
tvo. ftíin ai w i I'rui

limit
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Children's taste Is ofttlmes more
accurate, in selecting the right kind of
food to fit the body, than that of adults.
Nature works more accurately through
the children.
A Brooklyn lady says: "Our little boy
had long been troubled with weak
digestion. We could never persuade
him to take more than one taste of.
any kind of cereal food. He was a
weak little chap and we were puzzled
to know what to feed him on.
"One lucky day we tried Grape-NutWell, you never saw a child eat with
such a relluh, and it did me good to
see him. From that day on it seemed
as though we could almost see him
grow. He would eat Grape-Nut- s
for
breakfast and supper, and I think he
would have liked the food for dinner.
"The difference In his appearance.
Is something wonderful.
"My husband had' never fancied
cereal foods of any kind, but he became very fond of Grape-Nut- s
and has
been much Improved in health since
using it,
"We are now a healthy family and
naturally believe in Grape-Nuts- .
"A friend has two children who were
formerly afflicted with rickets. I was
satlsfod that the disease was caused
by lack of proper nourishment. The
children showed it. So I urged her
to use Grape-Nut- s
as an experiment
and the result was almost magical.
"They continued the food and today both children are as well and
strong as any children In this city,
and, of course, my friend Is a Arm believer in Grape-Nuts- ,
for she has the
evidence before her eyes every day."
Name' given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.

rea4 the above letter' A new
appears
(rtiaj tin to time. Tkay
trata, ama lull ef ksuuta

Ever

are
la tersas
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MILLS

SERVICE8 FOR FORMER GOVERNOR HELD AT LA3 VEGAS.

STATE NEWS

Resolutions In Memory of Late Jurist
and Executive Read at Special
Meeting of Bar Association.

Western Newspaper Union Neva 8rvlcs.
COMIWQ KVZNTS.

Jan.
Convention of Allitnsa
at Albuquerque.
March. Meeting- Panhandle and Southwestern Htockineria Asuoclatlons at
Alhuquerque.
17-Í-

Western Newspaper Union News 8ervlce.

East Las Vegas. The funeral of
William J. Mills, last territorial govAlbino Alderete, of Belen, shot and ernor and for twelve years chief justice of the New Mexico Supreme
killed himself.
Applications for over 1,700 auto Court, occurred here. It was attended by prominent men from all parts
licenses have been made.
of the Btate and was conducted by
State receipts last year totalled
and disbursements $2,332,5.?. the Right Rev. F. B. Howden, EpisAlamogcrdo's new amusement hall copal bishop for New Moxlco.
was dedicated formally on New
Las Vegas. At a special meeting
Year's.
J. Maesch, a miner, was killed in of the Fourth Judicial District Bar
an accident at the Navajo mine, near Association, held here, a tribute to
the memory of Vv'llllam J. Mills, which
Gallup.
J. B. Harvey has been nominated was prepared by Stephen B. Davis,
by President Wilson for postmaster W. J. Lucas and E. V. Long, was read.
In part, this tribute follows:
at Carlsbad.
"Born, Jan. 11, 1849, died Dec. 24,
Clayton Masons spent $1,000 for a
banquet to dedicate their new temple, 1914, William J. Mills lacked but a
little time of having attained the alrecently completed.
upan of three score and ten
The City Council of Clovis has vot- lotted
years. His life had been a full, deep
ed to extend the cement sidewalk
and rich one. Of worldly honors he
along Monroe avenue.
gracefully received and worthily bore
The work of improving its shops many.
He was a member of both
and other facilities at Gallup Is being branches of the Connecticut Legislaprosecuted steadily by the Santa Fe. ture; he occupied the high office of
Fire, of unknown origin, destroyed chief justice of our Supreme Court
an entire block In the town of Kelly, for more" than twelve years; and he
causing a loss estimated at about $20,-00- was the last territorial governor of
New Mexico.
The annual convention of the Amer"As chief justice and judge of the
ican Livestock Association will be Fourth Judicial District Court, and
26
held in El Paso, Texas, Jan. 23,
as a citizen, those of us who are now
and 27.
here knew him best. A man of strong
Juan Sandoval was shot at Vaughn character, a lawyer of excellent trainby a native of Old Mexico named ing, sound learning, great industry
Munoz, who is being held in the Santa and rare accuracy of judgment, it was
Rosa Jail.
a distinct pleasure and privilege to
William Hoehne, 51, for fifty years practice in his court. A natural kinda resident of New Mexico, died at the liness of disposition was his most
Not a day
home of his adopted son, Bias Hoehne, marked characteristic.
passed but that Judge Mills made
at Santa Rosa.
Dr. G. W. Bennett of Fort Sumner some one feel happier by a kindly
Bhot himself. Despondency was said clasp of the arm and a cheery word
to be the cause. He leaves a widow of greeting. He was never too busy
or preoccupied to be courteous, and
and three children.
courtesy
Springer reports that the acreage his recipient was of a kind that made
of it feel as if some
sown to wheat in Colfax and Mora the
special
conferred
counties is bv far the largest In the upon him.favor had been
history of those sections.
"While we recognize and appreciate
Roswell was the scene of a fatal
legal attainments and ability as an
shooting affray, as a result of which his
executive, we prefer to think of and
dead,
Manuel Rubio, twenty-seveis
Judge Mills as a man
and Lopes Gonzales, seventeen, is in remember
whose uniformly pleasant relations
Jail.
with others serve as a good example
Reductions of from IS to 20 per to us. The world would be a better
cent, it is estimated by the State Cor- and a happier place to live In it we
poration Commission, will be made In would follow his example in our reexpress rates affecting New Mexico lations with our fellow men."
Feb. 1.
Governor McDonald named A. A.
University's Expenses.
Jones and B. C. Hernandez as dele
Santa Fe. The total expenditures
gates to the National Conference on
Immigration and Americanization, to of the University of New Mexico last
be held in Philadelphia, Jan. 19 and year were $69.728.24, of which $29,40C
was paid out for salaries. New equip
20.
ment cost $6,139.14 ard $4,439.74 was
Alvan N. White, state superintendspent on improvements and repairs.
ent of public instruction, has acceptFrom state lands, the university reed an Invitation to act as a committee
ceived $21,608.27 and for its permaof one, representing New Mexico, in
nent income fund $12,146.89. The esappropriamovement
to
secure
an
the
timated valuation of the site and
tion of $100,000 for the federal bureau buildings, equipment, etc.,
.
is
of education.
The number of students enThe expenditures of the New Mexico rolled at the end of the fiscal year
College of Agriculture and Mechanic 196.
Arts In the last fiscal year Dec. 1,
1914, to Nov. 30, 1915 reached a total
Hernandez After Funds for State.
of $157,318.75.
The total enrollment
Santa Fe. B. C. Hernandez, conduring the year was 225 1C6 men and
gressman for New Mexico, has Intro59 women.
Montana leads in wool production duced bills lu the National Legislawith 29,040,000 pounds. Wyoming was ture looking toward the expending of
a close second with 28,682,200 pounds. $25,000 for a fish hatchery in Rio Arriba county; $1,000 for a survey of the
Other Btates producing more than
Estancia valley, with a view to the
pounds each were: New Mex-Ic18,021,000; Oregon, 15,600,000; locating of reservoirs, ditches and irOhio, '14,350,000; Utah, 13,320,000 and rigation projects, and $200,000 for the
extermination of predatory animals
California, 11,590,000.
in this state and Texas.
$1,193,-823.24-

a,

In the past fiscal year, 360,325 cat-l75,000 of which originated in Mexico, were inspected for shipment in
this state, the annual report of the
Cattle Sanitary Board states.
Governor McDonald will visit Raton
and make a personal Inquiry into the
case of Austin Kinney, the
old negro sentenced to be hung Christmas eve and reprieved for thirty dayi
by the executive. Kinney was convicted of the murder of another negro.
A total of 364 patients aro confined
In the state insane asylum at Las
Vegas, according to the reyort of the
board of directors. Of these, 209 are
men and 155 women. The daily average of patients shows an lacrease of
fifteen over last year. Over $79,000
was expended during the year.
The twenty-sicounties of New
Mexico, in the fiscal year ended November 30, last, collected a total ol
4,367,029.96.
This was a decrease ol
$686,787.40,
compared with the total
collections of counties lu the preced
lug twelve months. In the fiscal yeat
the liquor traffic in New Mexico gave
twenty-fivcounties a total revenue oi
$127,316.34, a decrease of $G99.16.
Deputy Sheriff Bob Lewis of Magdalena surprised a couple of men with
a bunch of stock near that town. The
men departed hastily, leaving twenty-twhead of horses, several pack
and their outfit to the deputy, whe
now is awaiting a claimant for the
stock.
Over four and a half million dollars' worth of coal and nearly $1,200,-)0worth of coke was produced lu
the Atate In the past year, according
..o the annual report of the state mine
Inspector.
x
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These Three Women Tell How They
Escaped the Dreadful Ordeal cf
Surgical Operations.
Hospitals are great and necessary institutions, but they
should be the last resort for women who suffer with ills
to their sex. Many letters on file in the Pinkham
Eeculiar
at Lynn, Mass., prove that a great number of
women after they have been recommended to submit to an
operation have been made well by Lydia E. Pinkham 's
Vegetable Compound.
Here are three such letters. All
sick women should read them.
,

Marinette. "Wis. "I went to the doctor and
he told me I must have an operation for a female
trouDio, ana a uuteu vj uuve it, uono tut a uttu vmu
married only a short time. I would have terrible
pains and my hands and feet were cold all the
time. I took Lydia E. llnkham's Vegetable Compound and was cured, and I feel better in every
1 give you permission w uuuusu my uaiiiB
I am bo thankful that I feel well again."
Iway.
FitED Beunke, Marinette, Wis.
Detroit Mich. "When I first took Lydia E.
11. -- 'I iHnkham's Vecre table Compound I was so run down
with female troubles that I could not do anything, and our doctor
said I would have to undergo an operation. I could hardly walk
without help so when I read about the Vegetable Compound and what
I got a bottle of
it had done for others I thought I would try itpackage
of Lydia &
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a
Pmkham's Sanative Wash and used them according to directions.
They helped me and today I am able to do all my work and I am welL"
Mrs. Tnos. Dwter, 989 Milwaukee Ave, East, Detroit, Mich.
Bellevue, Pa. K I suffered more than tongue can tell with terrible
bearing down pains and inflammation. I tried several doctors and
they all told me the same story," that I never could get well without
a
an operation and I just dreaded the thought of thatto Imealso tried
and none
good many other medicines that were recommended
s
of them helped me until a friend advised me to give Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound a trial. The first bottle helped, I kept
taking it and now I don't know what it is to be sick any more and I
am picking up in weight I am 20 years old and weigh 145 pounds.
me if I can have the opporIt will be the greatest pleasure to suffering
woman." Miss Iekn
tunity to recommend it to any other
Fkoklicher, 1023 Manhattan St, North Side, Bellevue, Pa.
If you onld like special advice wr-lt- to I.yd1a E. Pinkham
Med. Co. (confidential ),L,ynn, Mass. Your letter mill be opened,
read and answered by a woman and held in strict confidence.
m
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In Memoriam.

Frank D. Gildersleeve, aRsistant
passenger agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, is trying to "get by" with thia
one:
Pat, a newly created section boss,
was taking his old friend Mike over
the route. They passed a mile post.
It read:
"Baltimore 42 miles."
"Phwat does that mean?" Mike Inquired.
"Now," says Gildersleeve, "Pat did
not know, but he would not betray his
Ignorance.
With true Irish aplomb he
rose to the situation.
"Yer ignorance Is horrible," he told
Mike. "Take off your hat to the dead.
Sure, his name was Miles, he was 42
years old, he lived in Baltimore, and
they buried him where he was kilt."
?t. Louis
Globe-Democra- t.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for

Infants and children, and see that it
Signature of
In Use For Over 30

72

Tear.

a new broom, and

Clean Bweepers

a straight flush.

ItlETZ

Gliddea Tour Wiaaar

5

Passenger, GrayS

Davis, Electric Lights
and Starter, 25 H. P.

v

Orestcst hill rlimbrr; 88 to DO mllex od rkiIod
lo.miO mi'.es on one art of tins.
framiliiifl.
Stewart 8peeiiomtT, mm man molialr lop, lílfl
In. wheel aNr, IfcixHi Inch llret. welfrht 1,000
pouiiilA.
M1TZ DlHirlbutors for Colorado.
New Mexico, Wyomiufr and Western Nebraska.
1

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
Denver, Colorado
1636 Broadway
i
LIVE AGENTS WANTED

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

CARTER'S LITTLE
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria LIVER PILLS never
fail Purely i
His Summer Experience.
ble
act surely
"Do you have many servants at out gently
your summer home, Hawkins?" asked the liver.
Stop after
Wlgglethorpe.
"Well, last year we had eighteen," dinner dis-

S

tresscure

IA

j'

I

IflTTLE
li
II iwro
L:.:v

P
I

'

said Hawkins.
indigestion.
"Eighteen!" echoed Wlgglethorpe. Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
Sentenced,
Slayer of Cronemeyer
"Great Scott, man! how can you man- SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.
Albuquerque. Senator Isaac Barth, age that number on your income?"
Genuine must bear Signature
who has returned here from St
"Oh, seventeen of 'em are cooks
John's, Arizona, reports that the slay- that stayed on an average ot Ave days
ers of Curt Cronemeyer, Indian trad- apiece," said Hawkins. "The reBt was
er at Allentown, Ariz., and "Red" Mc- cur hired man."
Donald, have been sentenced to 25
years each in the Arizona penitenLosses Curtailed.
tiary. Blas Lozano was convicted of
"You prefer an automobile td a KEELEY
second degree murder, and Victor horse?"
Cor. 18th and Curtis Kt recta, Denver, Cola
,
Hulzar then pleaded guilty.
"Yes," replied young Mrs. Torklns.
There Liquor and Drug Addictions
"It's much more economical.
Taxes Turned Over to Treasurer.
Isn't so great a temptation for Charley cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where tin
Santa Fé. The state corporation to bet on an automobile."
Genuine Kecley Remedies are administered.
commission turned over to the state
treasurer $814.80 corporation fees and
And He Still Lives.
$319 Insurance fees.
C HuukKfrtMi. 11 tul
She I used to think that macaik4 name
roni was a stalk that grew In the garNew Notaries Named.
den.
Santa Fé. Governor McDonald apW. N. U., DENVER, NO.
He What a macaronlous Idea.
pointed the following notaries public:
Robert L. Newton, Dedman; Francli
H. Kremlz, Albuquerque; D. G. Cooloy,

INSTITUTE

PATEFITSSS

Most Eminent Medical Authorities Endorse It

Buchanan.
New Baptist Church,
Santa Fé. Rev. H. T. Vermillion

A New Remedy
ol

Las Cruces has organized a Baptist
church at La Mesa in Dona Ana
county.
Knocked Down, Native 8hoots.
Las Vegas. The report that Juan
Sandoval was shot and killed In Santi
Rosa, was erroneous as to the place
The seme of the killing was In a sa
loon in Vaughn. Sandoval
and Ru
dolto Munox were drinking in one o
the saloons, the report says, and latei
quarreled over some trivial matter
whereupon Sandoval is said to hav
struck Munos in the face and knock
him down. Upon rising, Munoz dre.
a revolver and shot Sandoval througi
the heart, the man dying Instantly.

for Kidney, Bladder and all Uric Acid Trouble!

Dr. Eberle and Dr. Bralthwalte a during many years of experimentation
well aa Dr. Simon all distinguished has discovered a new remedy which
Authors agree that whatever may be is thirty-sevetimes more powerful
the disease, the urine seldom (alls In than lithla in removing uric acid from
furnishing us with a clue to the princi- the system. If you are suffering from
ples upon which It is to be treated, backache or the pains of rheumatiam,
nd accurate knowledge concerning go to your best druggist and ask for
the nature of disease can thus be ob- a 60 cent bo of "Anvric" put up by
n

tained. If backache, scalding urine or
frequent urination bother or distress
you, or If urle acid in the blood has
caused rheumatism, gout oi sciatica
or you suspect kidney or bladder
trouble Just write Dr. Pierce at the
Surgical Instituto, Buffalo, N. Y.; send
a sample of urine and describe symptoms.
Tou will receive free medical
advice after Dr. Plerca's chemist has
examined the urine this will be carefully done without charge, and you
will be under no obligation. Dr. Pierce

Doctor Pierce, or send 10c for a large
trial pek'g. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre
scription for weak women and Dr.
Pierce'a Qolden Medical Discovery
for the blood have been favorably
known for the past forty years and
more.
They are standard remedies
as well as Doctor Pierce's
PloaBant Pellets for the liver and
bowels. Tou can have a sample o. any
one of these remedies by writing Jr.
Pierce, and sending 10c for trial
to-da-

WESTERN LIBERAL
ITHLIRHKD FRIDAYS.
FORMS t'LOSK THURSDAY EVENING

at the Tcwt Ofrlre at Lord hurt. Nr
azuleo, at Second Cia. Mnil Matter

Ki.Uvet)

0n

bugs.

Secretary F.

TRICKS
V..0?
1.75
.00

Year

Subscription Always Payable in Advance.

K. Lar.e, on the
of secretary Houa-in- .
has released approximately
'.2,300 acres in Socorro county,
Tew Mexico, from a temporary
vithdrnwal for forestry purposes.
The' lands are located in the Las
truces land district and are
rolling grass lands adapted
o stock raising. They will be sub-ey
to settlement at 9 o'clock,
11, until March 9.
gen-;rall-

Friday, January

rartmrnt of the Interior,

Large Acreage to be Opened

Br FARTS V. BUSH,
tiiitor and Owner
SIJHBCRITTION
Three Monlh
Mnntlis
Six
a

NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
V. S. Land Office
I,aa
Crures, N. M., December 23, 1916.
at
Notice is hereby given that Jamos R. Worth-gtoof llarhlta, N. M., who, on October 11,
'12, made homestead entry No. 07616, for
X14 Soellon 11, Township HO S., Range 18
., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
to make fir.al three year proof, to
tabllrh claim to the land above described,
ifore George Edmonds, U. S, Commissioner,
I'a-hlt- a,
N. M., on the 6th day of Febru- lry. 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses!
C. K. Jacobson, Thomas I. Berkley, Geo.
t. Elkins, O. R. Parker, all of Hachlta. N. M.
)ec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside. Register

There's a good deal of good in
this old town, if it can only discover itself.
Nineteen sixteen ta the year of
political conventions and other

14, 1916

I WR3 talking to Oscar Allen, ou
lion hearted constable the othe
day, when one of Lordsburg's lit
tie daughters ran up to our big pc

ct

0;r.' of the best and widest
of the
avrvedis political rumors
of Joshua S
season
for U. S. Senator from

that

New Mexico. New Mexico politics is setting town to a fiim
basis now.

:

INSURANCE
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Everything
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1

Allen.

Feb-uar-

COAL : LUMBER

Three factors in youf Existance Supplied with the Best

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cpartmer.t of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
Cruces, N. M-- , December 2.1. 1916.
Las
al
Notice is hereby given that Mrs. Eva Up-iaformerly Mrs. Eva Highnberu. of Ha-litN. M., who on September 8, 1914,
iade homestead entry No. 010246, for NWV
ection 28, Township 80 S., Range 18 W.,
. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
to make final commutation proof, to
tablinh claim to the land above described,
ffore George Edmonds, U. S. Commissioner,
Kachita, N. M., on the 6th day of Febru-y- ,

liceman and enquired:
"Have you seen my little brothei
Johnnie, he's run away?"
"What was he like?" asked Mi

y

-

Prompt

i

W

.

UnmA

Deliveries

"He's three years old and wean
ihort pants."
W. F.
"H'm," mused Oscar, "I'm afraic
Leading Insurance Companies
BANK EXAMINER REPORTS
Representing
he looks like all other little boy:
s
Paints
State Bank Examiner R. II. Car- if he wears short pants."
"Oh, no, he doesn't," said th
1916.
er on Saturday made his report
Claimant names as witnesses t
o Governor William C. McDonald little miss, "He didn't have then
EDO AH W. K.T9F.R. Cnshlrr.
Insley E. Pred- JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,
.
James R. Worthlngton,
or the period since June 15,1915. on."
WALTRH M. I1UTLKK. Asst. Cashier
I
JS, UKAMA.H v
uniufiii.
ion. W. M. Upshaw. Dot Upshaw, all of
T. MOURE Asst. Cashier
O.
v.
u.
TotiLrvi.
t the close of December. The
M.
N.
THE
John L. Burnside, Register
ec. 31 Jan. 28
umber of state banking institu-ionTwo Irishmen were digging t
doing business at present is lole for drainage, at the 85 mine
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,iven at
and a care-u- l Dne was over six feet in height
icpartmcnt of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
examination of their record? while the other was not much ovei
at Las Cruces. N. M.. Decern tier 28. 1916.
Notice Is hereby given that George Adams
or t'.ie period montioned leads to five feet.
r
orter, of Steins, N. M., who, on
he conclusion that the banks of
came along presentlj
Ev
Harris
14, 1916, made homestead entry No.
"ew Mexi?o are enjoying a degree
800.000
CAPITAL AND lsUKPLt'9
12828, for NW'i, Section 22, Township 24
o
how the work was progress
f prosperity heretofore unknown. ing,see
4.BOO.OOO
OKI'OSITN
.. Range 20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
one of then
and
noticed
that
comparison of the resources and
jtice of intention to make fina! five year
doing more work than the oth
"CXulted.
to establish claim to the land above des- abilities of the banks of the state vas
So he called down to the big
r.
Ibed, before Faris V. Bush, U. S.
cent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
hows that the increase in deposits
4
per
at Lord burg, N. M., on the 6th day
ince December, 1915, was over 10 "ellow below in the trench:
f
February,
1916.
Correspondence
Invited from those who contemplate opening Initial or additional
la
ilia4
"Look here, Pat; how is it
er cent, or from $6,93,1,885.02 to
accounts In Rl ."aso.
Claimant names as witnesses :
onl;
Mickey
Dugan,
is
who
Mttle
7,6.2,G43.3j.
s
W. W. Carton. T. J. McCanta, T. A. Kerr,
The combined
'
f Steins, N. M. ; D. F. Sellards, of
has been increased more than ibout half as big as you, is doini
acknowledged.
M.
promptly
by
are
N.
mall
deposits
made
work?"
as
much
.Z per cent, while the undivided twice
i
Glancing down at the diminutive
refits have been increased more
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
VVVV44VVVVVVVwVVV,VVVX
lian 27 per cent.
In the period Mickey, Pat said:
'epartment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office KVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
"And why shouldn't he? Ain't
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 28, 1916.
overed- by this comparison the
Notice is hereby given that Edmond David
verdrnfts have decreased from he nearer to it?"
5
Make Your Headquarters at the
of Loidoburg, N. M., who, on Decent;78,951.C3 to $25,502.71.
ar, 13, 1916, made homestead entry No.
Mr. Carter is firmly of the opinI am taking up a collection tc 12900, for SEVi, Section 21, Township t4
an that the outlook for the bank- 'uv our gentlemanly publisher r ., Range 20, W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
ing business in New Mexico is 'lirthday present next July. It ir otice of intention to make final three year
to establish claim to the land above
rjght and the future full of hope. always well to begin early on ar
before Faris V. Bush, U. S.
at Lordburg, N. M., on the 7th day
re3nterprise
of
I
kind.
this
can
F.T YOUR AUTOMOBILE
TAG
February, 1916.
nort progress,
accumulated f Claimant
names as witnesses :
The new automobile tags for 53 cents. We having
expect
r
to
buy
him
Robert Guess, W. W. Carlon, James Ever- I91(i are now on sale at Santa Fe
eyeoair of those
tt. Bailey Smith, all of Steins, N. M.
.nd car owners who have not
)ec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside, Register
He
see
of
some
slasses.
our
can't
done so should get them as
now.
stuff
áoon as possible. Failure to proV NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
department of the Interior, U, S. Land Office
Steam Heat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric llphts. .
cure a new tag lays the offender
Cruces, N. M.. December 23, 1916.
Las
at
PRIVATE BATHS. KEASONAHLE RATES
A friend of Pat's was bewailinr
liable to prosecution, and officers
Notice is hereby given that Sam Kille- ill over the state have been or- rne awful loss of life and enor jrew, of Lordsburg, N. M., who on Decem
dered to keep a close watch on all nous devastation wroutrht by thr ber, 14. 1916, made homestead entry No,
hose who persist in using the 1915 European war. After detailing al1 112778, for SEVi. Section 16, Township 24
Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
ts horrors, he turned to Pat and re- - J.,otice
tags.
intention to make final three year
nnrired"I 8v, Pat, don't you iroof, toof establish
to the land above deaWinona Wagon For Sale: Good think this war is a terrible thinr .ibed, before Farisclaim
EUROPEAN PLAN
V. Bush, U. S. Commis- por the world?
Three and
is new.
.oner, at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 7th day
RATES $1.00 AND UP
ode.
Price $37.50. Enquire at
"It is that," responded Pat, "but f February, 1916.
TEXAS
PASO,
EL
names as witnesses:
liberal office.
r"re 'tis better than no war at J.Claimant
A. Leahy, Miss Capitola Robertson, D.
Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
all."
Sel'ards, W. W. Carlon, all of Lordsburg, Ladies'
House, good as new and now
dinning room will seat one hundred persons-Buffor men will seat
N. M.
persons.
sixty
Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
erted. Will sell for $1,200 or
Register
28
Burnside,
.Tan.
81
John
L.
Jec
Sit tight, smile serenely, and let Dec. 81
16OO down and balance on short
Jan. 28 John L. Burnside, Register will seat ninety persons.
;ime. A big bargain if taken at the other fellow roar. When a
loses his head it's an evidence
THIS IS THE BIGGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.
once. F. V. Bush, agent.
hat he hasn t much head to lose department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N, M December 10, 1916.
Free Silver : Coupons for silverNotice is hereby given that Alma H. Wilson
50000900000CCOUOOOOCCOCXSOO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ware given with purchases of toil- Department
,f
Hachlta,
N. M., who, on May 16, 1912. made
of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
entry
No.
et goods. See our beautiful pillow
07116,
lomestcad
for
NEVi,
Section
at 1.88 truces, N. M.. December 80. 191B
tops copied from any photograph
Notice is hereby given that John F. Burnes. 10, Township 80 S.. Range 16 W., N. M. P.
SOLDIERS
SUFFER
tile
Animes, N. M.. who. on September 14. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
if
'or G5c. Mrs. M. M. Stevens.
Proof, to establish claim to
1916, made homestead entry No. 011797, for Final
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Sherwin-William-
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The atrocities committed upon
Am.'ricLics in Mexico Monday,
a loukl if nothirg ever has, stir
tru spirit oi' jus. ice and rosen
in the hearts of all the
D. C.
Li ii Led States, Washington,
i.cluc-ed-

.

Thi Political panhandlers ai--t
beginning to wai m up their various
n,ouuai.jr3 lor the quauier.mai
presidential hatch. 'I Here will Ul
th j uu.tl tustian in mail editorials
to .he newspapers to unhook
puohc (pinion and set it on the
cesiieu t.ack is beginning to
co.ae in with the request "please
puoiisn" just as n the editoi
couldn't write his own editorials,
'then there will come the boilei
plate editorials and the requests
lor donations to the campaign
lund in order that the country

may be saved again. About all
the editor will have todo is to
pay his grocery bills and do without many things he might otherwise enjoy and all for the sake
of party or some friend who
wants an office. The glorious(?)
days are approaching.
Too many of us are strangers to
each other in thi9 community,
where we should all be brothers
and dwell together in unity for the
common good of all.
And that is because there are entirely too many hard and fast
cliques and sets, with each immersed in its own shell and never a peep
at the light of outer day.
We need a common ground for

Vrik-ht-

des-ibe-

the spot.

Here's to America, the land of
freedom, where every man is a
presidential possibility, and darned few are probabilities.
They say death evens up all
scores, but it will take a whopping
big mantle to cover the sins of
1915.

We editors often comment upon

the scantiness of the modern woman's attire, but we seldom close
our eyes as she passes by.

If congress

will pass a law
for preparedness against bill collectors we will vote right and vote
often and vote any other old way.
A movement is on foot to compel hotel waiters to bathe daily.
Another brand of soup, of course.

Never cant a sly smile at the girl
with the red hair. Her blood may
bo as red as her hair. We have a
red haired daughter.

r,

-

bone-rimme-

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

d

al-ea-

I

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining

--

THE NEW ZEIGER

one-quart- er

--

fet

g,

SAN SIMON LAND

--

)

Not a doubt of the return of
prosperity now. Every turkey hit

,

Commis-oue-

g,

Another presidential year and
still our hat is not in the ring.
Saying the right thing at the
right time is the right thing to say.
And that's right.

$6,000,000

Assets

Lords-ur-

Will sacrifice 160 acres of land
(unimproved) one mile southwest
t Sm Simon. In the artesian belt.
year of production and prosperity.
It would be difficult to find one Southeast quarter section 35. Reasamong us who could not in some onable price and terms. See Faris
manner increase the result of his V. Bush. U S. commissioner, Lords-burN. M.
labors during the coming year, and
with each of us persevering to this
end the year's profits would mount IN THR PISTR TCT COl'RT OF THR SIXTH
high in the financial column of lo- irmciAi.
district ok AM) state
of
NKW. MKX1CO. WITHIN thr
FOR THE
cal history.
COUNTY OF GRANT.
'
While considering our own indi- Charlie I,ee.
)
civlJ Action No. 4922
vidual interests we might dwell al1'lnlntilT.
so upon those of the community in
which we dwell, for what is of value to all of the people is of equal Ullion Chun Te. Notice of Pendancy of Suit
,
value to us.
The ntove nnmed drfrnrinnt ii hereby notified

The man who beats his wife
should be mated with a cow.

r.

sur-lu-

nfpr-mntin-

smile hides a
mighty healthy jag.

TEXAS

states Depository

Commis-one-

Jersey-Herefor-

Many a sickly

ELi PASO,

Decern-e-

meeting, where neighbor greets
neighbor and the stranger finds
himself at home and among friends.
If cooperation is good in commercial affairs it would be of equal
benefit in private and social life.
It would afford us a more intimate
knowledge of humanity and a
broader perspective of life, and the
resultant spirit of good fellowship HOGS, CATTLE AND HORSES
d
milch cows; 7
would be felt in a thousand ways.
A year of "getting
together" hrood sows at $9 per haad ; six genwould stamp a wonderful imprint tle pony mares at $45 per head. For
see F. V. Bush, Lords-burupon the heart, the soul and the
N. M.
conscience of this community.
We can materially benefit this
town and our farming community
if we begin right now to make it a

First National Bank

forty-seve-

fel-'"-

w

in

three-ye-

land above described, before George
U. S. Commissioner, at Hachita, N. M.,
m the 20th day of January 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Dave Hurts, Walter Mitchell, Tom Berkley,
Oot Upshaw, all of Hachita, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
Dec 17 Jan. 14
.he

'ots 1 and 2: EVjNWty : NEW. Section 19,
rownsntp Z7 s.. Kange 19 W.. N. M. P. Merl
dian, has filed notice of intention to make
rlral three year proof, to establish claim to
'.he land above described, before A. B. Ward,
u. S. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M., on
he 14th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Rufus L. Burns, William W. Jones, Wll-laE. Stivers, Patrick M. Ewing, all of Ani
mas, N. M.
fan.7 Feb.4
John L. Burnside, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 11, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that David Franklin
Sellards of Lordsburg, N. M., who, on December 7, 1916, made homestead entry No. 012846,
for NEVi, Section 14, Township 24 8.. Range
20 W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final fire-yeProof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at
Lordsburg, N. M on the 25 th day of January 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. A. Leahy of Lordsburg, N. M., W. W.
Carlon of Steins, N. M., T. J. MeCant of Steins,
N. M., F. O. McCauley of Lordsburg, N. M.,
G. A. Porter of Steins, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
al Las Cruces, N. M., December 30, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelius Jack
on Stephens, of Lordsburg, N. M., who. on
December
29, 1916, made homestead entry
No. 012666. for lots S and 4 : E'í, SWV4, Section
10. Township 21 S.. Range 18 W., N. M. P. MerJian, has filed notice of intention to make
Jinal five year proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before Faris V.
Bush. U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N.
M., on the 14th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. M. McWhorter, W. H. Patterson, Frank
Cline, C. L. Ranibolt, Felix R. Jones, all of
Lordsburg, N. M.
John L. Burnside, Register. Dec.
Jan. 7 Fcb.4

that a civil action in divorce hns lieen commenced
aiiaiust her in the nhove entitled court and action
by the above named plaintiff. Charlie Chung, Ixr
minting a grounds for said action that the
defendant without illst cause him abandoned
plaintiff, and praying the court for a decree
msKolving
the IhiikI or matrimony between
plaintiff and defendant, and for general relief.
Now. therefore the said Lillian Chung l,ee,
defendant as afordsaid, in hereby notified that
she is required to aplear in taiil court on or
before the 251 h day of 1'cbruary A. D. 1916, the
date of completion of service upon her by publi-catioand that unless she so nooears. answers.
demurs or pleads, judgement by default will be
rendered against her ill said action and the
plaintiff will apply to the court for the relief
prnyru lor ill Ills saiu complaint.
A. W. Morningstar. whose nost office Is Irds.
burg. New Mexico, is attorney for the iilniiitiff.
Witness niv hand and acal of said court this
lillh iay oi January A. I), mh.
P.. H. VKNAI1I.R.
Clerk,
J. A. 81111'I.KY, Deputy.
4)
(Jan.

But not like that old house
of yours suffers for paint.
PAINTING done by a qualified Painter, not a Dauber.

The best quality of paints used.
Give your house or barn a treat.
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Register

17
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I
Revival Meetings

Will begin at the
Lordsburg Methodist Church on Sunday January, 2nd.

Rev. G. H. Froman
will be theevangelist
in charge.
Come every
ning.

IV THR DISTRICT COfRT OR THR SIXTH
JTDICIAI. DISTRICT OK TlIK STATU OF
NF.W MKXICO.
WITHIN AND FOR THK
COIN TV OF l.KANT.
Annie Ilanes.
Civil Action No. 4921
I'lnilltlff,

I
!

I
I
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Always The Best
Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

eve-

Special Music and
Able Discources.

I

VS.

TUCHES

J. S. BROWN, Proprietor

I

)

Romondo Banes.
Notice of Pendency of Suit
Defendant.
The alvive mimed defendant is hereby notified
that a civil ncli'in in divori e has been commenced
again! him in the above enlill-- court and action
by the almve tunned plaiiuilT, Annie Banes,
alleging as grounds for said action that the
dtfrmlrtit willmut just cause has aliaiidoucj
plaint i IT. al.d has neglected and refused to support
plaiiltitl accoiiiing to his means, station in life
mid ability, and praying the court for n decree
diftnlving the londs of matrimony between
plaintiff and defendant, and for general relief.
Now. therefore the said Uoiuondo Banes,
defendant as aforesaid, is hereby notified that he
is miiiircd to aptn-a- r
in said court on or before
he Slh day of February A. I. 1916. the date of
completion of service llMn him by publication,
answers, drtuurs
and that unless he so hpih-iiis- .
or pleads, judgement by default will he rendered
against liim iu said action and the plaintiff will
apply to the couit lor the relief prioed for ill faer
said complaint
A. W. Morniligstitr. whose post office is Lordsburg. few Mcxiiu. is attorney for the plaintiff.
Witness my hand and seal of said court this
lot Ii day of J.inunly A. I.
K. B.
Clerk.
J. A. hllU'I.KV, Deputy.
(Jun. 14 Feb. 4)

Don't forget Our
Regular Services at
the Church.
Sunday School and
i

Preaching Services

Sunday, Prayer
Meeting Wednesday
evening.
i

You Are Welcome
to the M. E. Church.
W. S. HUGGET,

REV. G

II FORMAN

NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M., December JO, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Rufus L. Burns,
of Animas, N. M.. who, on September 14, 1915,
made homestead entry. No. 011796, for F.'í,
Section 18. Township 27 8., Ranne 19 W
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before
Alfred B. Ward, U. 8. Commissioner, at
Animas, N. M., on the 14th day of February,
i
I9ia..
Claimant names as witnesses:
John F. Burnes. William W. Jones, William E. Stivers, Isaac H. Arnold, all of Animas, N. M.
John L. Burnside, Register.
Jan.7 Feb.4

Pastor

Preparedness

is nothing

less

than a national insurance policy.

Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December S9, 1915.
NOTICX
Notice la hereby given that on the thirteenth day of Angust. A. D. 1900. William
K. Moses filed forest lieu selection No.
287,
Serial No. 01171, under the act of June 4,
1897. (80 Stat., 86) for the following described
land, located In the LAS CRUCES LAND
DISTRICT.
Southwest Quarter, Northeam Quarter of
Section 8, Township 27 South. Range 18 West.
N. M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice la to allow all
persona claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be mineral in character,
an opportunity to file objections to such location or selection with the local officers of
the land district in which the land Is situated,
At the Land Office aforesaid, and
to establish thtilr Interesta therein, or the
mineral character thereof
John L Burnside, Register.
Jan. 7. Feb. 11

MOKMNGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

NOTICE OF PUP.LICAYION
PUBLIC LAND BALE
Office of th Commissioner of Publle Land.,
Leading Companies Scottish
State of New Mexico, 8anU Fa, New Mex
Union, Firemen',, Connecticut
ico. December 2. 181S.
HOME, PALETINE
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congress approved
Your Business Solicited
June 20, 1910, the law. of the State of New
Mexico, and the rales and retaliations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public
Lands will offer at public sale, to the highest
Attorneys lit Law
oidder, at ten o'clock
m., on February 25,
WASHINGTON I.OAN fi TRUST BUILDING
191, in the town of Sliver City, County of
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Special attention to public Lnnd nnd MiniiiR ess- Irant, Slate of New Mexico, In front of the
es before the Genernl Ijind Office and Inrnr court house therein, the following described
Department.
TATF.NTS FOR INVENTIONS traeta of land, v1xt
SW14 See. SS, T. 28S.. R. 17W., containing
180 acres. ' There are no Improvements on this
land.
Also NE14. EMiNWVi. SWÍ4 NWVi. SV4 See.
!7. T. 233., R. 15W.. containing 600 acres.
There are no Improvements on this land.
1
Also NEV4 NEVi Sec. 20. all of See. 21, W14
See. 22, NNWK Sec. 28, NEVNEVi Sec 2.
Office: Brown Block
2
r. 27S., R. 21 W., containing 1120 acres. There
Pyraniicl St.
are no improvements on this land.
Located.
Also WV4SW(4,
NEV4SWJ4.
8EV4NWV4.
1S., R. 20W., conNWVÍNWV4 Sec 15. T.
L0RD8nrKO, NKW MEXICO.
taining 200 aerea. The improvements on this
X
land consist of house and fencing, value $168.
Abo SEV4 Sec 83, T. 9S.. R. 17W., eon.
talning 160 acres. There are no Improvements
on this land.
&
Also
, NEVi See. 88. T.
383., R. 20W,. containing 160 acres.
There
are no improvementa on this land.
Also EVi Sec 18. T. 833.. R. 20W. all of
BoarHnfTPtrolr p'ren frond . ntientlon.
Sec. 18, Lota 1, 2, FVáNWVi, NE
Sec. 19, T.
Transió! ririK und druj-Hte83S., R. 19W., containing 1284.28 acres. There
are no Improvements on this land.
PHONE 14- -2
Also Lots , 4. r,, . 7. EV4SW. 8EV4NWVÍ
Sec . NEV4 SEVi Sec 7, all of Sec 9, all
of Sec 1, SEVi See 18, all of Sec 19, all of
Sec 20, all of Sec. II, all of Sec 28, all of Sec
29, all of Sec. 80, Lots 1, 2, 8, 4. EM,NWVi.
EMiSWVi. NVjSEVi, NEVi Sec. 81, all of Sec
32, all of Sec 83, T. 80S., R. 16W., all of Sec
3, all of Sec 4, all of Sec 6, all of Sec 8, all
of Sec 7, NM. SEVi, NVÍSWV4 Sec 8. all of
Sec 9, all of Sec 10, all of 8ec IS, all of Sec
18. EM,. SW4, WV4NWVÍ Sec 17, all of Sec.
18, all of Sec 19, all of Sec 20, all of Sec 21,
all of Sec 22, T. 8 IS.. R. 16W.. NEViNEVi Sec

Insurance

WHITE and ANDREWS

vvvwwv.vwvvwvvwwvv?
Dr. R. E. BUVETiS
DENTA1, SURHEON. I
Permanently

vvvwwv wwww wwvmx
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Livery Stable

Feed

J JONES & BURNSÍ

Contractors & Builders

Jack Heather
Contractor and Builder
Plans and Estimating

Free

Brick, Concrete and all Classes
of Construction Work.

Bungalows built on
Installment Plan

Buier &

Contractor

Wm. McSwain
All classes of carpentering and
concrete work.

talk it over with me
jobs accepted

Box 250

Lordsburg, New, Mex.

SEV Sec. 24. nil Sec. 25, all Sec. 24. N5Í. NXSKSf,
btykSEVi. NWfcSWVi, Sec 27, EMi. SWV4 Sec.
8, NMiNWVi, SWNWVi, NWVISWV4 Sec 9.
3ec. 28. LoU 2. 4. NWH, NWyiNEV Sec 24.
T. 843., R. 20W.. WV4. SEVs Sec 7. EV4 Sec
34, all of Sec 35, all of Sec 86, T. 833., R.
Lota 8. 4, EMiSWVi, SEÜ Sec 19,
20W..

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
Lordsburg Wednes
iT Leaves
day and Saturday mornings

NEW.

with mail Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave calls

at Postoffice.

t

Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Beer on Tap

line Wines and Liquors

Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

It.

HOTEL BUILDING

Elmo Cafe

W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINie

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

convinced.

trial and be

Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

WV4NW4,

SE'ANWVl,

SV4

Sec

20, WM, Sec 27, all of Sees. 28. 29. 80, 31, 82,
NHiSWVi Sec 83, NEWNW14. WV4NW14,
Sec 84. T. 833.. R. 19W., all of Sees. 6 and ,
T. 843.. R. 19W., all of Sec. 18, T. 313.. R.
19W.. all of Sees. 19, 80, 81, T. 823., R. 19W.,
all of Seca. 6, 6. 7. 8. Nft. NWVSWV4. SEVi
Sec 17. T. 833.. R. 19W.. all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
EVfcWM,.
NWV4NW14
10, 11. 12. 18. 14.
Sec 16, EMi. EMiWyj, SWV.SWV4 Sec 22. all
of Sees. 23, 24, 26, 26, 27, 34, 85. 86, T. $28.,
R. 20 W.. all of Sees. 1, 2, 3. 10, 11, T. 883.,
R. 20 W., NE
Sec 11, all of See. 18. all of
Sec 14, NEUNWU. NM,SEVi. SEViSEVi Sec
16. all of Sec 16. EVi. SEy,NW4. F.MSWVt
Sec. 22, all of Sees. 23 and 24, EM,. NWNWV
BWVi. NMtSE. bW- EM.SW14 Sec 26.
EV4SWV4 Sec
SEV4 Sec 26. EM). EV4NWVÍ.
27. EVi. NWV4. EMiSWVi Sec 84. NWV4NEV4,
8WV4SEV4.
WV4SWVÍ.
8WV4NWV4.
NVÍNWV4.
EVaSEVt Sec 86, all of Sec 86, T. 813., K.
2w.. contninlng 61,393 02 seres. The improve-

N,,

Lordsburg Cafes

Keg

SMiSEVi Sec 17, EM,NEVi Sec 18, NEViNEVi
Sec 20. NW14. SWV4NEV4. NViSF-Vi- .
8EVÍSEV4
Sec 21, SWViSWVi. WVÍNW14 Sec 22, NEV4- 27,
84,
See
WV4NWVÍ.
NWV4
NHNEV4 Sec
Sec 86,
SEViNW'4 . NEViSWVl. NVjSEVi
T. 83S., R. 18W
all of Sec 82, T. 833., R.
17W., all of Sec. 84, T. 80S., R. 19W., EV4- NW14, SWViNWVi. WV&SWVÍ Sec 26, SEVi-SEV- 4
Sec 26. EM,NEVi, SWViNEVi.
ESWV4, NWVJSEV4 Sec 88, T. 313.. R.
20W.. all of Sec 16, WVi. SEVi. WV4NEV4 Sec
21, T. 8SS.. R. 20W.,
SWViNWVi,
NWVSWy4 Sec 11, SEViNEU. EVjSE
Sec
EV4- 10. SEV4NWV4. NM,NEV4. SWV4NEV4.
SWViSWVi
Sec 16, T. 883., R. 18W.,
all of Sec 6. all of Sec 7. all of Sec 18, all
of Sec 19. T. SSS., R. 17 W.. all of Sec 4, all
of Sec' 29, all of Sec 24, T. 883.. R. 18W., NV,.
N'iSWVi, SWViSWVi, SE Sec 22, all of Sec
27. all of Sec 83, all of Sec 84, all of Sec
28. T. 883.. R. 17 W.. all of Sec 1, all of Sec
2, all of Sec 8. all of Sec 10. all of Sec 11.
all of Sec 12, all of Sec 18, all of Sec 14, all
of Sec 16, NVjNE, SEV4NEVI Sec 22, NWV4
EVj. NMiNWy,, EViSWVi Sec 17, NV4. SWVi,
NWViSEVi
Sec 18. Lota $, 4, (, 6, Sec 19,
Lots 1, 2, EMNW, 8W14NWV4 Sec 20, T.
343., R. 19W., all of Sec 12. WV, Sec, 1$,
all of Sec 14, all of Sec 15, EM Sec 22, all
of Sec 23, SWViNWVi. SWVi. WV4SEVÍ. SE(4- -

SW.

Before you build,

Í

provements on this land consist of house, corrals wells, water troughs, and surface tank,
value $2,200.00.
Also EU.SEV4 Sec 8, WHSWVi Sec 9, all
of Sec 18, S'jNWVi.-NEyiSWVi- .
NWSEVi,

NNW4,

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Out-of-to-

29, NEVJNWVi
Sec 83, BEViSWVi. NVjSWVi
Sec 84, T. 263.. R. 17W., Lot 4 Sec 81, T.
29S , R. 16W., 8MiSE4 Sec 3, NEViSEV
Sec
10, ' SVfcNWVi,
SWV4
Sec 11. EMiNWVi.
Sec.
14,
EM,NEVi
SEVJSEVi
Sec 23.
NWyjSWVi Sec 24, T. 293., R.
SWViNWVi.
17W., containing
18,888.41 acres.
The im-

E.

M,

ments on this land consist of house, wagon
.hed. blacksmith shop, barn, grain room, fencing, value $2800.
Also all of 8ec $2. T. 28S.. R. 17W., NV4,
NMSEV4 Sec $2, T. 2US.. R. 16W., all of Sec
2, T 29S,, R. 17 W., coiitmnillg 1560 80 acres
Inere are no improvements on mis jano.
Also WMi 8ec 10. T. 80S., R. 16 W., con
taining 320 aeres. The improvements on this
land consist of well, value $600.
No bids will be accepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which Is the appraised
value thereof, and in addition thereto the bid
der must also pay for the improvements which
exist on the above described lands, at the ap
praised value
The above sale of lands, will be subject to
the following conditions, vis: The successful
bidders must psy to the Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale, one-ten-th
of the prices offered by them respectively
for the land ; four per cent interest in advance
for the balance of such purchase prices; the
fees for advertising and appraisement and all
costs Incidental to the sale herein, and each
snd all of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of srle.
and which amounta and all of them are sub
ject to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico
if the successful bidders do not execute contracts within thirty days after contracts have
been mailed to them by the State Land Office;
daid eontraet to provide for the payment of
the balance of the purchase prices of said
tracts of land in thirty equal, annual installments, with Interest on ail deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum in ad- ranee, payments and interest doe on October
1 of each year, and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be re
quired by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
be offered separately.
The Commissioner of
Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
offered at said sale Possession under eon- tracts of sale for the above described tracts
will be given or or before October 1, 1916.
Witness my band and the official seal of
the State Land Of Ace this 2nd day of December, A. D. 1916.
ROBT. P. ERVEIN
Commissioner of Public Lands,
rítate of New Mexico
First publication, Dec 10, 1916.
Last publication, Feb. 11, 1916.

HIXERAL

APriirtTIO

SERIAL KO. by the Comstock No. 3 and Cnmstock No.
lodes, both unsurveyed, with twlh of
which it conflicts. No other adjoining or
conflicting claims known.
JOHN U IIURNflinE.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
Last Publication, January 14.
1MB made application for a United Htates
patent for the IUM Kpiiltu loile mining MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL HO.
12(174.
Malm, Mineral Hnrvey No. 15l.rt, nituate
in Virginia Mining IÜBtrlct. County of United States Land Office, Ijis Cruces,
New
Mexico. November 8, 1915.
)rnnt and Stale nf New Mexico, covering
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
H"J7.7il ft. of the Rockforrl
lode in a direc
Company,
a corporation, by A. J.
tion 8. 72 38' W. from the discovery shaft
Its attorney in fact, whose lKst- t& iL thereor In a direction IS. ,2
tnl
;H' E. therefrom to a point on line
office address Is Ixirdsburg. New Mexico
which la N. 24" 4' W. 300 ft. from Cor. hns mniio application for a United States
No. 2. and sltur.te In the HE. and SW. Vi patent for the CAKE lode mining claim.
Mineral Survey No. 16u". situate In Virit Sec. 12. T. 23 S.. It. 19 W.. N. M. P. D. & ginia
Mining District, County of Grant
vf., and mom particularly
described as
and State of New Mexico, covering 1043
.OMOWH
Ileglnnlng at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry ft. of the Cafe lode In a direction 8. 63
ttone. fxl2xl4 In, above ground, chiseled 20' W. from the discovery shaft and 6 ft.
on top and
from thereof In a direction N. 53 20' E. thereand
and situate
which the E.
Cor. Sec. 12. T. 23 8., Ft. 19 from to the center of line
W N. M. P. fi.
M., bears N. 66" r.2' E. in the NWVi Sec. 13 and the NEVi Sec. 14.
T. 23 8., R 19 W., N. M. P. II. A M., and
.'S99 49 ft. dial., and running thence H. 24
E. 6r,.20 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence 8 more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphvry
12' 38' W. 6S2.70 feet to Cor. No. 3; thenc.
N. 24 49' W. 698.70 feet to Cor. No. 4 ; stone. 8x10x24 ins. set 14 Ins. in the ground,
on top and
from which
.hence N. 80 17' E. 216.15 feet to Cor. No. chiseled
i : thence N. 76 44' E. 478 feet to Cor. No. the E. H Cor. Sec. 14, T. 23 8., R 19
W., N. M. P. B. & M.. bears S. 47 05'
I, the place of beginning, containing,
of Its conflict with Emerald lotlo, E., 1065.25
ft dist, and running thence
4'.i24w. B13.1Z leet to Cor. No. 2;
survey No. 1430, Ninety-nin- e
lode, Survey No. 1430, Nevada lode. Survey No. thence N. 63 20' E. 1048 feet to Cor. No. 3
1411 BnH Cnn,.fnfb Kin 1 l.wte IH..M.V.V..I
thence S. 24 49' E. 61 12 feet to Cor
exclusive of Its conflict with Emerald No. 4 ; thence 8. 53 20 W. 11148 feet to
Cor. No. 1. the place of beginning, con.oile. Survey No. 1430. 7.554 acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of tninlng. exclusive of its coflii t with Black
,'ecord In the office of the County Clerk Copper lode. Survey No 1504, exclusive
3f Grant County, New Mexico, at page or its contuct wltn Trac A as described
9;i In Hook 29 or Mining Locations, and an in field notes. 9 3:u acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of
amendatory location notice thereof, is of
cecord In said office at pages 61 and 62 record In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 17
.n Hook 30 or Alining ixcatlona
This claim Is adjoined on the North by in Book 21 of Mining Iocations. and an
the Ninety-nin- e
lode. Survey No. 14:10. amendatory location notice thereof Is of
!th which It conflicts, and the Hunrtee record In said office at page 131 in Book
lode, Survey No. 12h4 on the Eaat by the 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim Is adjoined on the North
Nevada lode, survey No. 14.11, wltn which
it conflicts; on the South by the Comstock and West by the Remington lode. Survey No. 1430, nnd on the South and West
So. 1 lode, unsurveyed, with which It
and on the West by the Emerald vey No. 1430, and on the South and West
lode. Survey No. 1430 with which It con- by the Black Copper lode. Survey No. 1504,
flicts, and the Mohak lode. Survey No. wun which it conflicts.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
1430.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
Register. Last Publication, Jan. 14.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Last Publication, January 14.
MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
14070.
MINERAL AFPL1CATIOX SERIAL SO.
United States Land Office, Ijis Cruces.
I2S67.
New Mexico, November 8. 1915.
United States Land Office. Las Cruces,
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
corporation, by A. J.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining Company, aattorney
Its
in fact, whose
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
address Is Irdsburg, New Mexico,
Ita attorney in fact, whose postof-flc- e
matte application for a United States
address Is Lordsburg, New Mexico, has
patent for the MONROVIA lode mining
has made application for a United States claim,
Mineral Survey No. 1600, situate
lode mining
patent for the OAKLAND
1597,
claim, Miner. il Survey No.
situate in in Virginia Mining District, County of
and State of New Mexico, covering
Virginia Mining District, County of Grant Grant
of the Monrovia lode in a direction
and State of Now Mexico, covering 5 ft 5S. ft.
79 IS' W. from the discovery shaft to a
of the Oakland lode in a direction N. 67
333.46 ft distant from
4' E. from the discovery shaft and 1494.08 point on line
24' W. Cor. No. 4 In a dlectlon S. 39 2' E. and
IL thereof in a direction 8. 67
and 1495 ft thereof in a direction N. 79 18' E.
therefrom to the center of line
to line
and Bitunte In the
ituate In the SEVt and the SWV4 Sec. 12 therefromSec.
12. T. 23 S., R 19 V., and
d the NEVi Sec. 13, T. 23 8., K. 1 W., SEVi "f
7,
23 S., R 18 W., N.
the
of
T.
Sec.
SWVi
N. M. P. B. & M., and more particularly
M. P. B. A M.. and more particularly
dedescribed as follows ;
:
follows
as
scribed
1,
porphyry
No.
a
beginning at Cor.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
rock 7x7x24 Ins.. set 12 ins. in the ground,
chiseled X on top and
from which stone, 5x6x24 Ins. set 14 ins. in the ground,
from which
the tt. V Cor. Sec. 12. T. 23 8., K. 19 W., inkd. with on top and
N. M. P. 11. & M., bears N. 40 44' E.. the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 12. T. 23 8., R 19 Vf..
M. 1'. B. A M., bears N. 29 54' W.
2236.50 ft. dist., and running
thence 8. N.
W 55' E. 671.08 feet tó Cor. No. 2; thence 1915.03 ft. dist., and running thence 8. 39
8. 64' 45' W. 826.83 feet to Cor. No. 3 ; 02' E. 664.15 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence S
12' W. 1498.68 feet to Cor. No. 3; thence
thence 8. 67 24' W. 666.22 feet to Cor. No. 79
19 02' W. 666.93 feet to Cor. No. 4
4 ;
thence N. 32 55' W. 609.80 feet to N.
thence N. 79 IS' K. 1500 feet to Cor. Nn
No. 5 ; thence N. 67 24' E. 1499.08 feet to (JJbe
place of beginning, containing 20.16t
Cor No 1, the place of beginning, containing, exclusive of Its conflict with Nevada acres.
location notice of this claim Is of
The
;
Sur1431
No
Survey
Hockford
lode.
'ode.
vey No, 1595, exclusive of Its conflict with record In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County. New Mnxico. at page 21
k
Nevada lode. Survey No. 1431, and
No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, 14.274 acres. In BiKik 30 of Mining Ijocations, and at
location notice thereof is of
The location notice of this claim is of amendatory
record in the office of the County Clerk 'ecord In said office at page 128 in Book
of Grant County. New Mexico, at page 26 40 of Mining Locationa.
This cinlm is adjoined on the Weat by
in Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an
amendatory location notice of which is of tho Look Out lode. Survey No. 1599. and
on
the North by the Sacramento lode
126
page
Book
In
record in said office at
Survey No. 1598. No other ad Kilning oi
SO of Mining Locations.
conflicting
claims known.
by
adjoined
on
North
Is
the
claim
This
JOHN U, BURNSIDE.
the Rockford lode. Survey No. 1595, and
Registel
Publication, Nov. 19.
the Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431, with First Publication,
Jan. 14.
both of which It conflicts, and on the West
and South by the Comstock No. 1 lode,
unsuiveyed, with which it conflicts. No
SERIAL NO.
other adjoining or conflicting claims MINERAL APPLICATION
i2u;i.
known.
United States Laud Office, Las Cruces
JOHN U BURNSIDE.
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Register.
First Publication, Nov. 1.
Notice IB hereby given that 85 Mining
Last Publication, Jan. 14.
Company, a cororatlon, by A. J. lnder- rieden. Its attorney In fact, whoae mistIs Lordsburg, New Mexico
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. office address
mis made application for a United State
I266N.
patent
MONTERA Y lode mining
for
the
United State Land Office, Las Cruces.
lalm. Mineral survey 1602. uttuate In Vir
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
County of Grnni
ginla
Mining
District,
Mining
hereby
given
85
Notice Is
that
and State of New Mexico, covering 149'
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Monteray
ft.
of
lode
in a direction N
tne
attorney
fact,
In
whose
its
the discovery Bhaft and f
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico, 38 55' E. from
a
In
8. 38 55' W
thereof
direction
ft
a
application
United
for
States
made
has
of line
and
patent for the SACRAMENTO lode mining therefrom to the center
tituate In the SW. Vi of Sec. 12 and th
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1598, situate in SE.
11
Vi
14
Sec.
of
of
Sec.
the
and
NEVi
Virginia Mining District, County of Grant
23 S., R 19 W., N. M. P. B. A M and
and State of New Mexico, covering 6 ft. T.
:
more
particularly
as
follows
described
S.
73
of the Sacramento lode in a direction
Beginning at cor. No. I, a granite stone
30 W. from the discovery shaft to a point
Ins. 12 ins. above ground, chiselec
on line
which Is 300 ft. distant from 10x14
- on
too and
from which
Cor. No. 6 In a direction 8. 32 65' E. and
1472.40 ft. thereof in a direction N. 73 30' the E. 4 Cor. Sec 14. T. 23 8., R 19 W.
4"
N.
M.
B.
M..
S.
A
Dears
43' IS.. Z6I
P.
E. therefrom to the center of line
and
N. 21 50' W
in the SESi Sec. 12, T. 23 8., R. ft dist. and running thence
iltuate
2
:
687.68
No.
N. 38'
to
Cor.
feet
thence
19 W. and SWVi Sec. 7, T. 23 S., R. 18 W.,
;
E. l.iOO feet to Cor. No. 3: thence S
N. M. P. B. & M. and more tmrtlcularlv
4
21
:
687.68
No.
60'
Cor.
to
E.
feet
thenci
descriled as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyry S. 38 55' W. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 1, thi
of
containing,
place
beginning,
exclusive
of
12
Ins.. In the
rock. 6x12x24 Ins.. set
conflict with Gila Monster lode, Sur
on top and
ground, chiseled
from its
vey
1592,
lode,
No.
Surve
and
Lookout
K.
14
12,
a.,
23
T.
Cor. Sec.
which the E.
13' No. 1592. 20.310 acres.
19 W., N. M. P. B. A M., bears N. 2
The location notice of this claim Is ol
E.. 1265.92 ft dist.. and running thence
S. 32 55' E. 624 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence record In the office of the County Clerl
New Mexico, at page 2'
3. 79 18' W.,- 1059.40 feet to Cor. No. 3; of Grant County.
and ai
reel to cor. n book 30 or Mining locations,
thence H. 64- 4U' w., 44U.
thereof Is oi
No. 4 : thence N. 32 55' VV. 671.08 feet ii. umendatory location notice
page
133
book
In
In
at
record
said
orrice
1474.29
Cor. No. 5; thence N. 73 04' E.
of Mining Locations.
feet to Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning, 0 Th
1b
a
on
adjoined
h.
North
claim
the
18.091
containing
acres.
Lookout lode. Survey No. 1592. will
The location notice or tnis claim is or the
by
on
th
which
East
conflicts,
and
the
it
County
of
Clerk
in
record
the
the office
whlc!
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 26 Lookout lode. Survey No. 1592, with
conflicts and the Gila Monster lode, Sur
in Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an it
1592.
vev
an
No.
which
conflicts.
with
it
amendatory location notice thereof Is of on
South by the Beloit lode, Surve
record in said orrice at pages izo anu in No. the
16U1.
adjoining
or
No
conriictinc
other
In Book 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim Is adjoined on the West by claims known.
L. BURNSIDE.
the Oakland lode, Sur. No. 1597, North First Publication,JOHN
Register
Nov. 19.
and West by Nevada lode. Survey No. Last Publication. Jan.
14.
1431. No other adjoining or conflicting
claims known.
JOHN Lu BUKK.1IUK,
SERIAL NO.
Register. MINERAL APPLICATION
First Publication, Nov. 19.
irtfíx.
Last Publication Jan. 14.
United States Land Office, Las Cruces
New Mexico, November 8, ivla.
Notice la hereby given that 85 Mining
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. Company,
a corporation, by A. J. Inder1266.
rieden. Its attorney in fact, wnose post
United States Land Office, I.as Cruces, office
is IiordHhurg, New Mexico
address
s,
1915.
Mexico,
New
November
has made application for a Lnlted state:
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining patent
for the ItliMlNGTON lode miniiu
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Inder- - claim,
Mineral Survey No. 1603. situati
e
rleden, Its attorney in iact, wnose
in Virginia Mining
District. County ot
address is lxrdsburg. New Mexico, Grant
State of New Mexico, covering
and
has made application for a United States 1495 ft. of the
Remington lode In a direc
natent for the IXXJK OUT lode mining tion
20' W. from the discovery shafi
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1599, situate in and 58. ft.53thereof
In a direction N. 53 20' E
Virginia Mining District, county or urani therefrom to the center
of hue
and sit
6
ft.
covering
Mexico,
and State of New
NH14
In
Sec. 14 and the NWV
jate
the
of the Look Out lode In a direction N. 64
13, T. 23 8.. R. 19 W., N. M. P. B. &
42' E. from the discovery shaft to a point Sec.
802.75 fL in an N. 39 02' W. .VI., and more particularly described ns fol
on line
direction from Cor. No. X, and 1477. rt lows :
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone
thereof In a direction 8. 64 42' W. there
and situate in the SEVi 10x6 Ins. showing 10 Ins. above ground
from to line
Sec. 12 and NEVi Sec 13. T. 23 S. R. 19
fronon top and
chiseled
W.. N. M. P. 11. A M.. and more particuwhich the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8., R
larly described as follows :
o. 1. a porpnyry
Beginning at cor.
W N. M. P. B. A M., bears 8. 0 12' W
stone 5x13x24 ins. set 12 Ins. In the ground, 2048.42
ft dist, and running thence N
chiseled X on top and
from which
the E. 14 Cor. Sec. 12, T. 2 H., It. 19 W.. 21 60' W. 620.88 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thenci
N. M. P. B. It M., Iwars N. 14
69' E 8. 63 20" W. 1500 feet to Cor. No. $ ; thenci
2006.85 ft dist. and running thence 8. 39
4
02' E. 551.70 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence S S. 21 60' E. 620.68 f et to Cor. No.
; thence
thence N. E3 20' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No
64" 42' W. 1482.60 feet to Cor. No.
N. 89" 02' w. 613.50 reel to cor. ino. 4; I, the place of beginning, containing, ex
thence N. 64 42' E. 1367.17 feet to Cor. No.
5; thence N. 79 18' E. 237.67 feet to Cor. Musive of its conflict with Carlos lode
No. 1. the place of beginning, containing Survey No. 1430, 20.088 acres.
exclusive of Its conflict with Oakland lode
this claim la o'
The locution rt"'l''e
Survey No. 1597 ; Sacramento lode. Sur- record in the office of the County Clerl
vey No. 1598 ; Comstock No. t lode. u 'ur- - of
Mexico,
New
at page 2'
Grant County,
veyed, and Comstock No. 1 lode, l
in Book 30 of Mining Locations, and at
15.360 acres.
amendatory location notice thereof is o!
The location notice of this claim is of record In said office at pages 131 and 13:
record In the office of the County Clerk in Book 80 of Mining Locationa
of Grant County New Mexico,
t page 20
This claim la adjoined on the East b
In Book 30 of Mining Location, and an the Monteray lode. Survey Nq. 1602, tin
amendatory location notice thereof la of Beloit lode. Survey No. 1601, and the Car
record In aald office at page 127 In Book loa lode. Survey No. 1430, with which '.
30 of Mining Locations.
conflicts, and on the South by the Carlo
This claim la adjoined on the North' by lode. Survey No. 1430, with which it con
the Oakland lode. Survey No. 1594, and? the filets. No other adjoining or confllctlni
Sacramento lode, Survey No. 1598, with iuiiiis known.
both of which It conflicts ; on the South
JOHN U BURNSirE.
by the Comstock No. 2 lode, unsurveyed. Flist Publication, Nov. 19.
Rugiste;
with which it conflict, and. on U Weal Lat PuUUcaUub, Jtuk 14.

li(l.

ITnltmt PtntPB IjjihI (if fire, Ijta Cruce.
New Mexico, Nnvtmler 8. 19IÍ.
Notice in hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J. lmler- rlc'Jen, Its attorney In iact, whosfl rwmt
office aililrena la lxtrdsburg. New Mexico.

1

Inder-rlede-

:

V4

-

:

con-ilict-

lnder-rlede-

post-offic- e

Inder-rlede-

:

1

Coin-stoc-

-

Inder-riede-

pout-offi-

4-

&

-

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO
United States Lnnd Office, Las Cruces
New Mexico, Novemlter 8, 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mlnlnf
i oinpany, a corporation, by A. J. Inder
tieden. Its attorney In fact, whose poslof
f.ce address is ijordshm g. New .Mexico
has made application for a United Statei
patent ror the WINCHESTER looe min
ing claim, Mineral Survey No. t4, situ
ate In Virginia Mining District. Co mty o
Grant and State of New Mexico, coverllif
1495 ft. of the Winchester lode In u direction N. f3 20' E. from the dixeovery shaf
and 5 ft. thereof in a direction 8. 5
20' W. therefrom to the center of line
and situate In the SI04 Bee. 11 and tin
NE'4 Sec. 14, T. 23 S It. 19 W., N M. P
B. & M., mid more particularly describee
as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a granite stone
8x10 Ins. showing 8 Ins. above ground
on top and
chiseled
fron
which the E.
Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8., R
!9 W., N. M. P. B. A M., bears 8. 39 32
E. 2241.60 ft., and running thence N. 21
0' W. 620.68 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thenci
N. 53
20' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 3
thence S. 21 50' E. 620 68 feet to Cor. No
I : thence 8. 63 20' W. 1500 feet to Cor
No. 1, the place of beginning, containini
20.661 acres.
The location notice of this rallm Is o
In the office of the County Clerk o
Grant County. New Mexico, at page 21 II
Book 30 of Mining
Locations and
amendatory location notice thereof Is ai
01
record In said office at page 132 In Bool
30 of Mining Locntions.
This claim Is adjoined on the East b
the Monteray lode. Survey No. 1602 and ot
the South by the Remington lode, 8urve
No. 1603. No other adjoining or conflictini
claims known.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register
Last Publication, Jan. 14.
2

MINERAL APPLICATION SSSIAL KO
U4ÍH.
United fits tes Lnnd Office, I
Crucoa,
New Mexico. November 8, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that 86 Mlnln
?ninpnny, a corporation, by A. J. Inil.tr--iedeIts attorney In fact, who
post,
iffice address Is Lordahura;, New Mexico;
111s made application
a Unltad Mtatea
intent for the EXCELSIOR lode mining
hum, Mineral Survey No. 1612, situate In
.'irgiiila Mining
Dintri.-t- ,
,f
County
Jr. wit and State of New Mexico, covering
nuil feet of ne Excelsior lode In a rl.rv-01- 1
8. 4 30' E.
ths rr..er oi'
hscovery cut nnd 1,0 ft. t'.ne-i- f !n a t'.e
diet Hon N. 4 30' W. there'ro n 10 I'D cn-o- r
of line
and situate in the N W. a: d
' V4 of Sec. 13. T. 23 8.. R 1 W N. M.
1'. B. A M , and more particularly described
ts follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a quart stone,
1x10x24 Ins.. set 14 Ina In the ground,
hlseled
on top and
from which
he E. 4 Cor. Sec. 14. T. 2.1 8., II. 1
V.,
V. M. P. B. A M., benra N. 82
Il' Wr.'
133.84 feet (list., and running thence N.
10' E. 600 feet to Cor. Mo. t ;
thence N.
30' W., 1260 feet to Cor. No. $; thence
4. 8'.
30' w.. 6"0 feet to Cor. No. 4 : thenc
4. 4
30' E. 1260 foet to Cor. No. 1, th
ilnce of beginning, containing, exclusiva
f Its conflict with Superior Copper lode,
lurvey No. 49, Reckhart lode. Survey No.
606. Royal lode. Survey No. 1608, exclusive
if Its conflict with Reckhart lode, Surrey
N'o. 1606. and El Dorado lode, unourrnyed,
ind El Dorado lode, unsurveyed, 10.707

fr

icres.
The location notice of thla claim la of
ecoid ln the office of the County Clerk
f Grant County, New Mexico, at pure
16 and 17 In Book 21 of Mining Locations,
ind an amendatory location notice there-- f
Is of record in said office at pase 137
n Book 30 of Mining Locationa.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
he Suerior Copper lode. Survey No. 49,
ith which It conflicts, and th Reckhart
ode. Survey No. 1606, with which It
on the East by the Reckhart lode.
Survey No. 1606, with which It conflicts,
he Royal lode, Survey No. 1008, with
which It conflicts, and the Possadena
ode, Survey No. 1611, with which It
;
on the South by the Paasadena
ode Survey No. 1611, with which it
and on the West by the El Dorado
ode, unsurveyed, and the Superior Cop
per lode, Survey No. 49, with both of
which it conflicts.
JOHN L. EUKNSIDK,
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
Last Publication, Jan. 14.

MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
IliUii.
United Stntes Lnnd office. Ln Cruces
New Mexico, November 8. 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Inder
rieden, Its attorney in fact, whose pont
office address Is liordsburg, New Mexico
has made application for u United Slatet
patent for the DUCHESS lode mining
claim. Mineral Survey No. 16U9, siluati
in Virginia Mining District, County 01
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
1289.30 ft of the Duchess lode in a direction 8. 60 53' W. from the diHcoverj
shaft and 210.7 ft thereof In a dlrectloi
N. 50 63' E. therefrom to a point on lint
4
78.40 ft from Cor. No. 3. and situati
in the NE. and NW. Vi of See, 13. T. 23
S. R 19 W., N. M. P. B. A M., and mor
particularly descrilied as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyr
stone, 10x14 ins. showing 12 ilia abovi
ground, chiseled X on top,
am.
from which the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14
T. 23 S., R 19 W., N. M. P. B. A M., bear;
S. 66 65' W., 2039.64 ft dist, and run
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
ning theilce N. 15 23' E. 695 feet to Cor
IfR71.
No. 2 ; thence N. 50 53' E. 1500 feet to Cor United
Stntes Land office, I AS Cruces,
;
3
No.
thence S. 15 23' W. 595 feet to Cor
iMexico, ciovemoer 8, lyio.
No. 4
thence 8. 50 53' W. 1500 feet tt
Notice is hereby given tMU 85 Mining
Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning, con
corporation, by A. J.
talning, exclusive of Its conflict witl Amipaiiy, aattorney
in fact, whose
its
Princess lodo. Survey No. 1607. Hoyal lode
Is Lordsburg, New Mexico,
address
Survey No. Itiu8. Comstock No. 1 lode
made application for a United diales
unsurveyed, nnd Comstock No. 2 lode, uu las
latent for the WHITE CLOUD lode mln-n- g
surveyed, 7.661 acres.
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1613, simThe location notice of this claim Is o: ile In
Virginia Mining D.ütnct Counf-irau- t
record In the office of the County Clerk
and State of New Méx'.co. coverii'i
of Grant County, New Mexico, at pagi
ft. of the White Cloud lode ni a m.J-io137 in Book 30 of Mining Locations.
N. 30' 15' E. rout i.i"
o i,n
t
This claim Is adjoined on the West
o a point on line
(
a' o .'t.
te Hoyal lode, Survey No. 1608. witi No.
1, and 1433.94 ft thereci In u tíí.v;- wnicli it conflicts, and on the North am .1011 s. JO"
lj w. Ihererroui to li: e
anil
West by the Princess lode. Survey No
in the SE' Sec. 12 n:il NE'i
16117,
with which it conflicts, the Coin iituate
T. 23 8., H. 19 W., N. M. i. II. & .vl
nock No. 3 lode, unsurveyed. the Com i3.
md more particularly described an i itock No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, and th
:
Comstock No. 2 lode, unsurveved, witl lows
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a nirphv:
.ha latter two of which It conflicts. Ni itone
Ins., set 12 Ina in the ground,
itlier adjoining or conflicting clainii hiseled6x10x24
X on top und
frni.i wludi
Known.
Vi Cor. Sue. 12. T. 21 S., R
E.
lie
li w..
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
ü 2J6.:J
M. M. P. B. A M., bears K.
aV
li
First ruhlicntlon, Nov. 19.
Register
t. dist, and running thence F tfi Ul' U.
l.axl Publication, Jan. 14.
.95 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; tluuicj 8. 30 (.".'
V. 1438.37 feet to Cor. No. .1: tlwnm N
7 51' W. 699.40 feet to Cor. No. 4; thenc-!- .
MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO
3o
15' E. 1433.94 feet to Cor. No. 1,
oi2;a.
tie place of beginning, containing, uxclu-ilv- e
United States Land Office, Las Cruces
of Its conflict with Look Out lodo.
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Minim .Survey No. 1599, nnd Comstock No. 2 loúo.
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
.iiiHui ve en, ii.vn.i acres.
Tho location notice of this claim I.i of
its uttorney in fact, whose
ecord In the office of the County Clerk
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico
aas made application for a United Statui if Grant County. New Mexico, at pace 2
latent for the VENICE lode mining claim n Book 3oy of Mining Locutions, and an
inienilatoi location notice thereof is of
itincral Survey No. 1610, situate in
ecord in said office nt page 151) in Book
Mining District, County of Gram
ind State of New Mexico, covering 149i' 10 of Mining Locations.
,'t. of the Venice lotie in a direction N
This claim is adjoined on the North by
.0 53' E. from the discovery shaft anc '.he Look Out lode. Survey No. l.Vj'.l. with
It conflictH. and u'l tiia
Ailicll
t.y
ft. thereof In a direction S. 50' 53' W
lie l.ontxiock
.No. 2 lode. lii.u'vtfycl.
nnc
herefrom to the center of line
;c,s.
it
nil
loiil"
No
;
liict
'
1.1
oliier
in
NW.
u.i
the
of Sec
iltuate
and NE.
I' COIil !!'
T. 23 S., It. 19 W., N. M. P. Ik & At.,
claiil:.: Klí'jV,':
uore particularly described us follows:
J' n 1.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyr) First Publication, Nov. 19.
iwiiaitr
itone, 10x14 Ins. showing 12 ina. abovi Lust Publication, Jan. 14.
ground, chiseled X on top and
from which the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
T. 23 S., R. 19 W., N. M. P. B. A M., heart
S. 66 65' W. 2039.54 ft dist, and running
department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
39
S.
07'
2
600
henee
E.
feet to Cor. No.
at Las Cruces. N. M.. December 9, 1918.
hence N. 50 53' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No
Nutice is hereby given that Hayes Shemn
: thence N. 39
07' W. 600 feet to Cor jf Kodco,
N. M., who, on February 11, 1918,
So. 4 ; thence S. 50 53' W. 1500 feet to Cor
So. 1, the place of beginning, containing. made homentead entry No. 08045, for Lota 1,
:0.661 acres.
. 8, 4, Section 86, Township 28 S., Range 22
The location notice of this claim is of W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
.ecord in the office of the County Clerk ntention to make Final
r
Proof, to
f Grant County, New Mexico, at pugt
latablidh claim to the land atove devcribed.
:3 in Book 30 of Mining Locations, und ai
iinenilutory location notice thereof is 01 before Anu O. Garland, U. S. Commissioner,
ecord in said office at puge 129 in Boo' it Rodeo, N. M., 0.1 the 19th day of January
10 of Mining Locations.
1916.
This claim is udjoined on the West ant
Claimant names as witnesses!
North by the Royal lode. Survey No. 1608
William O. Shuitart, Paul E. McCarty, J. D.
md the DuchesB lode. Survey No. 1609
o other adjoining or conflicting clalim Jordan, it. A. Wiley, all of Rodeo, N. M.
mown.
Special notice is hereby given the State of
JOHN I j. BURNSIDE,
Vew Mexico
Register Inal proof. of the above intention to submit
?lrst Publication, Nov. 19.
uast Publication. Jan. 14.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Dec. 17 Jan. 14
Register
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.

con-lict- s;

con-.'lic- ts

con-.'llc-

;

lndui-iede-

u,

po.it-jffi-

n

'

..-

Inder-rieden- ,
post-jffic-

Vir-fini-

1;

ai

three-yea-

012677.

Jnited States Laud Office, Las Cruces
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
,
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
its attorney In fact, whose
address Is lordsburg. New Mexico
tas made application for a United
for the PASS A DEN A lodo mining
ilaim, Mineral Survey No, 1611, situati
Virginia Mining District, County of
Irant and State of New Mexico, cover-1g 1469 ft of the Passndena lode In a
8. 64 55' W. from the discover.
ihaft, and 6 ft. thereof In a direction N
4
55' E. therefrom to the centor of line
and situate ln the NW. and SW.
of
Inder-.ieden-

post-iffic-

Statet-laten-

11

13, T. 23 8., R. 19 W N. M. 1'. 1). A
tl., and more particularly described as
'ollows :
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a limestone
1x6x30 Ins., set 18 ins. in the ground.
;hlseled
on top and
from which
he E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8.. R 19 W..
V. M. P. B. A M.. bears 8. 72
12' W..
.68.72 ft dist, nnd running thence 8. 39'
17' E. 600 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N.
14
65' E. 1474 feet to Cor. No. S; thence
V. 39 07' W. 600 feot to Cor. No. 4 ; thence
64
.
55' W. 1474 feet to Cor. No. 1, the

Sec.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Lai Cruce, N. M December 10, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that John W. Walker
jf Playnii, N. M., who. on July 7, 1915, made
íomesicad cntr No. 011946, for SViiSWVi Sec- ion 6, S'i'Sii'i, Section 6. Township 27 8.,
tanite 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, baa Bled
otice of intention to make Final fin 1 r
1'roof. to cittfiblich claim to the land above de- cribed. before J. M. Trirpe, U. 8. Commla-iune-r.
at Tloyus, N. M., on the 20th day of
January 1916.
Ciain.nnt names as witnesses:
lien K. Orr, Playaa, N. M., John Croom,
Playaa. N. M.. J 110. H. Wade, Animas. N. M.,
1'. M. Kuan, I'lsyas. N. M.
JOHN L BURNSIDE
Dec. 17 Jan. 14
Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Of floe
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 11, 191.
Notice is hereby iriveri that Lucinda K. K ro
bu um of Walnut Wells, N. M
who. on Oc- 'xilier 12, 1911. niaile homei.toad
entry No.
OG'228, for lots 6 and 7;
Section ,
lowiisliip 82 8 Range 16 W.. N. M. P. Me
ridian, has filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establbh claim to
Final three-yea- r
he land above described, before M. L. Massey,
, at Walnut Wells, N. M.,
U.
S.
Commissioner-dace of beginning, containing, exclusive n tlie 27th day of January
1916.
if its conflict with El Dorado lode, unsur-,'eyeClsi'iunt namcb as witrps;.--!
Sunrise lode, unsurveyed, and
J. 1. StUlliam. Jc. ie A.
n. Jr , W C
lode, Survey No, 1612. exclusive of Niamey. Frank Keet.u', a;! cl' Walnut Wells,
ts conflict with El Dorado lode. 13.793 N. M.
JOHN L. bURNálbE
icres.
Heglater
The location notice of this claim Is of úec. 17 Jan. 14
ecord in the office of the County Clerk
if Grnnt County. New Mexico, nt page
NOTICE FOR PUBLICA .ON
'2 in Book 30 of Mining Locations, ann Department of the Interior. U. S. LM.UÍ Office
amelidatory
Is
location notice thereof
in
at Las Cruces. N. M., December 11, ltlt.
hereby given that William D. Kre-bbu-rn
if record in said office at page 130 ln
Notice
of Walnut Wells, N. M., who, on October
'3ook 80 of Mining Locations.
This claim la adjoined on the North by 12, lull, made hommtead entry No. 6222. tar
1 and 2; tljNW'i,
Section 7, lownuis
he El Lorado lode, unsurveyed, with lots
12 8.. Hangc 16 W., N. M. P. MeridiM. has
.vhlch it conflicts, the Excelsior lode, Surdied notice of intention to make Final thrae-fi's- r
rey No. 1612, with which it conflicts, and
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
he Royal lode. Survey No. 1608 ; on the
Oust by the Venice lode. Survey No. 1610; descrilied. before M. L. Morscy, U. 8. Cootwls
lioner,
Walnut Wells, N. M oa ta 87 ta
n the South by the Sunrise lode, unsur-'eyo- Jay. of at
January 191.
with which It conflicts, and on
;
Claimant names as witaei
he West by the El Dorado lode, uusur-'yed- ,
A. Cason. Jr.. W. C
J. F. Stidham.
tflth which It conflicts.
Mawy, Frank Keeton, all of Walnut Wella, N.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
JOHN L. UURNoiDft
Register. H.
thirst Publication, Nov. 19.
Use. 1J Jam. U
Lost PuLUuaUaa, Ja 14.
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IIEVS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

Unless education means a shortcut
to experience. It means nothing.
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
A man Is never sure whether a woman Is sorry or glad when she cries.

WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

A dressmaker who says figures don't
lie can't be expected to bay a bl
trade.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

Those new dances are said to b
very graceful by people who bave not RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
seen them.
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
The man in a skidding automobile
"doesn't know whore he's going, but
he's on his way."
Watrn Nwflrapr Union Tfewa BrTtc.
Economy may be the road to wealth, ABOUT THE WAR
England may take referendum on
but saving cigarette coupons Is a slow
conscription measure.
way to make a living.
British submarine accidentally sunk
As a last resort, we could comman- off Dutch coast; crew saved.
deer the annual output of the Amerl
Germans repulse French hand grencan hen and defy the world.
ade attack northeast of Le Mesnll.
Tho allies have released consuls of
An eastern expert says this country central powers arrested at Salonikl.
Evidently
2,000
hi
needs
aeroplanes.
Austrian positions at CiernowIU
wants to prepare us tor flight.
bombarded for i.'fty hours by 400 Rusguns.
'
After a man nas passed fifty, bs sian
Italians by surprise attack capture
would rather have a good stomach
Austrian position on southern slope of
than the shoulders of a Gotch.
Mount Sperone.
Russians claim

to have captured
Again,' there are some people who
are fools because they can't help It Czartorysk, but Vienna report asserts
they were ejected.
and others because they enjoy It.
Russian losses 50,000 in New Year
Physical geography li about the only fighting On Besssrabian Irontier, acsafe and sane geography for the young cording to Austrian estimate.
Idea to study In these stormy days.
s
The Russians have driven the
from Czernowitz, an Important
Freedom of speech Is one of the strategic point in Bukowina near the
most cherished of human liberties; Gallclan frontier.
and one of the most sadly overworked.
Germany agrees to pay indemnity
for American lives lost in Lusltanla
Edison says the nixt great war will disaster and gives new
assurances as
be fought with machines. Let us hope
to
submarine
methods.
It will be with bis talking machines.
Secretary Lansing Is preparing t.i
notify all the nations engaged In war
It's a pretty safe assumption that on
the side of Germany of the Amerthe Missouri mule recently sold for
ican
stand on undersea raids.
purposes.
$860 was not bought for war
Austria's official representative has
The French army has adopted steel informed Secretary Lansing his govhelmets.
This makes one style of ernment Is ready to offer reparation
Paris hat that will not be hastily cop-le- if an Austrian boat sank the Persia.
A new revolt has broken out in
Mexico threatening a repetition of the
A good poker player misses a great long war between Carranza and Villa
deal of the enjoyment of life by not and the postponement indefinitely of
being able to let on when he is really peace lor the troubled southern re
public.
happy.
At London, the compulsory service
Not a song of patriotic consequence bill passed its first reading in the
has been developed since "Tlpperary." House of Commons, and three labor
It is a war of sciences, but not of sen- members of the British Cabinet retiments.
signed. Ireland is exempt under the
provisions of the bill.
Things are In a pretty bad way when
there Is even a shortage of grave dig WESTERN
Two sharp earthquake shocks were
gers, as Is reported to be the case in
felt at Newport, Ore.
Mexico City.
Gen. Victoriano Huerta had recov
"God bless you" Is a fine bit of sen- ered sufficiently from his IllneBB that
timent when not accompanied by the he could take a few steps about his
mental reservation "until I catch you room In El Paso, Tex.
Robbers at St. Paul, Minn., obtained
In a dark alley."
approximately $1,000,000 in negotiable
It Is inevitable that the careless mo- internal revenue stamps and several
tor driver and the equally careless pe- thousand dollars in cash.
The funeral of Gen. Grenville M.
destrian shall come together at some
Dodge, who died at his home in Coun
part of the road.
cil Bluffs, la., was held at the resi
It must help an innocent chaperon dence, and included full military hon
out wonderfully to bave several young ore.
things along to explain the fine points
The name of Henry Ford, who re
in it problem play.
cently returned from his European
peace mission, has a place on the Re'
After a soldier has been steamed publican presidential primary ballot In
parboiled
until
be has the satisfaction Michigan.
of knowing that he can be shot and
An injunction cult was filed against
there will be little danger of bis
the American Express Company at
wound becoming Infected.
Des Moines, la., to test the right of
It Is estimated that ' 16,000,000 the express company to transport
people saw the Liberty Bell on its liquor into the state.
Fred W. Benson, former United
western tour, there being no doubt
that bit of iron is the most popular States senator from Kansas and
former justice of the State Supreme
bell In the United States.
Court, died at the home of his daugh
A new comet has been discovered. ter in Topeka. He was 72 years old.
This can hardly presage a new war,
Probably the most distinguished
aince thore is no world room for any centenarian in America Is Harrison
more at presenL
Johnston, who celebrated his 101st
birthday at his home at Columbus
A strict censorship over American Miss. Mr. Johnston was
born In Winbeen
mall has
established by Eng- chester county, Virginia, the day be
land, with 1,000 women engaged to fore Andrew Jackson won his victory
read all letters destined for this coun- over the British at New Orleans.
try- Happy women, happy jobl
Aus-trian-

'

WASHINGTON

Navy officials hope soon to begin
When sister falls in love with a
fellow who is holding down a pretty withdrawing the marines on duty in
good Job at a bank, she thinks small Haiti.
boys are a great nuisance when they
Secretary McAdoo asked a rush ap
happen to be brothers on His calling propriation oi $100,000 for rural
san I
DlgbL
tatlon and fighting typhoid and pel
lagra.
Another danger resulting from reckOver 4,000 attended the White
lessness In naming girl babies as soon
as they are born is that it la entirely House reception Friday night and
possible lor one to start life a "Dag-mar- " shook hands with the President and
and reach maturity a typical his bride.
"Mary Ann."
Tributes were paid by several
members of Congress to the late JusA Washington doctor says babies tice Lamar and the late Governor
should not be kissed, even by their Hammond.
own parents.
Here's another man
Suspension of tariff provision free
wltb a fool Idea be will never get listing sugar May 1 is proposed in
anywhere with We suppose be would resolution Introduced by
Senator
nuzzle the babies.
Broussard.
Representative Campbell of Kansas
The average girl's knowledge of pugilism Is limited, but she soon dis- Introduced a resolution for the crea
covers that the prize ring comes with tion of an international federation of
ber engagement
nations to preserve International law,
A naval and aviation academy to
China Is again exporting eggs to cost $10,000,000, at San Francisco or
this country, thus Indicating that the on San Francisco bay, is proposed In
higher criticism of the drama has a bill Introduced by Senator
Phelan of
gone out of style In China.
California.
The United States government's
From the fact that dust bas been
policy was revealed In
discovered on the planets. It la not
unreasonable to conclude that celes- detail by President Wilson in an ad'
tial iuloiats are burning up the Milky dress before the second
Way.
Scientific Congress.
n

n

The Ford party loft Copenhagen 'or
The Hague.
American correspondence both to
an from Great Britain will be censored hereafter. It was officially announced In London.
The Bulgarian government has arrested the French vice consul at Sofia
In retaliation
for the arrest of the
Bulgarian consul at Salonlkl.
An Athens dispatch to the London
Times says that Italy has promised
Greece that her forces shall not advance beyond the frontier of Northern Epirus.
Amid Bcenes of wild enthusiasm,
the House of Commons passed the
first reading of the government bill
for compulsory military service by the
decisive vote of 403 to 105.
One hundred armed men attacked
and looted the Chinese custom house
on the boundary of Kowloon.
The
marauders posted proclamations describing, themselves as revolutionaries.
The marriage of Prince Joachim,
sixth son of the Kaiser, has been set
for the end of February, it was announced In Berlin. It will be purely
a war ceremony with only immediate
relatives present.
The Chinese minister of agriculture
will
and commerce. Chow
leave Jan. 15 for Tokio as special en
voy of President Yuan Shi Kal to confer the highest Chinese older upon the
Japanese emperor.
The arrival of Gen. Jacinto Trevino
at Juarez from Chihuahua City to as
sume military jurisdiction on the
border from Brownsville, Tex., to
Hachita, N. M., under the new title of
commander of the northeastern corps
of the Mexican army, was the main
development of the Mexican situation.
Tho sinking of the White Star liner
Arabic, the destruction of a British
submarine by a German destroyer on
the Danish coast and the submarine
attack on the British steamer Ruel
are the three incidents that Sir Ed
ward Grey, the British foreign secre
tary, suggests for submission to some
impartial tribunal for investigation together with the case of the cruiser
Baralong.
Tzu-Ch-

i,

SPORTING NEWS
Chas. P. Taft has sold the Chicago
Cubs to Chas. Weeghman for $500,000.
Stanley Yoakum of Denver took five

rounds and the popular verdict in bis
bout with Bobby WaulJh at
Fort Worth, Tex.
President Chivlngton of the American Association issued a rail for the
association's annual meeting to be
held at Chicago Jan. 15.
Senator Kenyon introduced a bill in
the Senate to prohibit telephone or
telegraph transmission of racing information.
Frank Moran of Pittsburg knocked
out Jim Coffey, the Dublin giant, In
the ninth round of their
match at Madison Square Garden in
d

ten-roun-

New York.

Unable to properly train their
horses owing to the number of
jockeys who have joined the army,
chiefly In the army veterinary corps,
some English race horse ov.uers are
crying aloud for the stewards of the
Jockey Club to permit them to employ women riders.
Tho sale of the Lincoln Western
League Baseball Club and franchise
by Hugh L. Jones to the Lincoln
Baseball and Amusement Company, a
stock company, was completed with
the signing of the contracts by the directors of the new concern and Mr.
Jones. The sale price of the club was
announced at $12,500.

GENERAL
Arch Eckersall, his wife and four
children, were burned to death in a
fire which destroyed their home at
Salmon,

Idaho.

Announcement that Col. Theodore
Roosevelt will start on Feb. 15 on a
trip to the West Indies, from which
be will not return until April 1, was
made in New York.
Trapped in a burning trolley car,
which caught fire after it left the
rails and turned turtle, thirty passengers were injured at Wllmette, a
North shore suburb of Chicago.
Petition for an Injunction against
the enforcement of the new state prohibition law was denied in the United States District Court at Tacoma,
Wash., by three Judges sitting "en
banc."
A declaration that the shortage of
food in Germany has reached a critical stage was made in New York by
Dr. Edmund Von Mach, chairman of
the citizens' committee on food shipments.
The work of floating the tank
steamer Aztec, which sank in Erie
basin after an explosion as a result of
which two men are known to be dead
and fen others are missing, has been
begun at New York.
Petitions requesting that the names
of President Wilson and Vice President Marshall be placed on the ballot
to be vote! on for renomlnatlon In the
primary March 7 were filed with the
secretary of state at Indianapolis,
The funeral of Associate Justice
Lamar of the Supreme Court was held
at Augusta, Ga., at the First Christian
church. At the grave a simple ceremony was conducted, consisting of a
prayer and the recitation of Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar."
Nineteen persons, Including a woman, were shot, four were killed outright, buildings In the business district of the city were dynamited, and
fifteen city blocks destroyed by fire,
as a result of riots growing out of a
big steel mills strike in East Youngs-town- ,
Ohio.

MAL.

ótock Industry,

HEW HIGH FIGURES

:

With the Inpouring of settlers, it
was expected that livestock values
would decline, because of the cutting
But the value
IN ALL LINES OF up of the free range.
PRODUCTION
of sheep, cattle, goats and horses In
ENDEAVOR IN NEW MEXICO
New Mexico is higher today than it
GREATLY INCREASED.
was ten years sgo, and an Important
Industry Is being added in the feeding
The
Interesting Figures on Development of of stock for packing houses.
sheep are worth $22,000,000,' 1,290,000
State In Year 1915 Show Bright
head, worth $5,500,000, being shipped
Future That Lies Before
out of the state this year, and $4,500,-All Its People.
000 worth of wool being produced
ft'eitm--

Newspaper Union New

Service.

New Mexico 1915 Statistics.
Copper production, 72,000,000
pounds.
Lend, 3, !)1. 000 pounds.
Zinc, 24.H4O.O00 pounds.
.
tons.
Cnal. 4,838.
Wheat, 2,10.000 pounds.
2,St0,000
poumln.
Corn,
On in, 2, 160.0(10 pontine.
Apples, 8 6 0 ll 0 burr.-lR- .
Potatoes. 800.000 bushels.
Cnttln, H7, (1110,000.
Cattle, shipped. 360.325 head.
Sheep shipped. J. 290,01)0 head.
7

Hhcep,
2. 000.000.
Wool, ,4,500,000.

Expended for education, $3.250,000.
Aren, 78,401,920 acres.
Public lands, 27.4fi5.682 acres.
Ktate laiula, 12,069,438 acres
acres selected).
Forest reserves, ,592.660 acres.
Other reserves, 4.564.801 acres.
Crop production, $1 8.000.000.
Kaimn production, f 22.no(T,0iO.
25.ooo,(m0.
Mineral production,
Manufactured products. 12. 000.000.
$305,000.000.
Taxable assessment.
23,O0u.OOO.
Hank deposits.
Public revenues, $5,000.000.
Income tuxes paid, $112,175.34.
Gold production. $1,6UO,000.
Silver, $2.032.000.

Santa Fé. In 1915, for the first
time In history, New Mexico produced
more than $20,000,000 worth of ore;
for the first time, the value of production by its farms and ranches exAdd to this the
ceeds $40,000,000.
production of Its ten million acres of
forest area, of its shops, mills and
factories, its home industries, and the
total exceeds $100,000,000, and that,
too, for the first time, says the Albuquerque Journal.
In other words, the year of 1915,
despite adverse conditions elsewhere
In the world, has been one of great
development, of growth and prosperity. Fifteen years ago, the taxable assessment of New Mexico was
this year it is $305,000,000;
fifteen years ago the population was
195,000; today it is 425,000; fifteen
years ago. New Mexico had 12,311
farms; today it has 45,000; fifteen
years ago, the census gave the value
of all farm property at $53,767,824;
ten years later, at $159,447,990; today
it exceeds a quarter of a billion dollars. Fifteen years ago New Mexico
produced $157,000 worth of eggs;
five years ago, $522,000; this year.
$750,000.
The value of manufactured
products fifteen years ago was
$2,161,000;
five years ago, $7,743,000;
this year it exceeds $10,000,000. Five
years ago, the production of all the
mines and quarries was $5,587,900;
last year the production of gold, sil
ver, copper, zinc and lead alone, was
$11,049,932; of coal, $6,230,871, and
this year, the total mineral production
at ill, the sur
exceeds $20,000,000.
face Is merely scratched and Instead
of 4,000,000 tons of coal, the state
might produce 40,000,000 tons a year
and still have enough to last two cen
turies more.
An Agricultural State.
When it is considered that of an
area exceeding 78,000,000 acres only
half a million acres are under irriga
tion, then It may well be doubted that
New Mexico is an agricultural state.
Nevertheless, the product of its farms
exceeds that of its mines, manufactur
ing and lumbering industries taken
together. Fifteen years ago, along
600 miles of the Santa Fé railroad in
eastern New Mexico and adjoining
country, not a single shipment of
wheat was received. This year, 10,000 cars of wheat were shipped from
points along the same line. Ten years
ago, eastern Mora and Colfax coun
wilder
ties were a drouth-strickeness. From the little town of Roy
alone this year, ten cars of beans
were, shipped in one week last fall
and five wheat elevators have been
built in its immediate vicinity this
year to handle the wheat. Steam plows
and tractors have displaced the prim
ltlve sheep and goatherders, and automobiles the lumbering schooners,
Twenty years ago, but few more than
7,000 tax receipts were Issued in tho
entire state; this year that many have
been issued by the treasurer of Quay
county alone.
This winter is being completed the
Rio Grande Irrigation project, which
will furnish water for 250,000 acres
f
or an area equal to
the total
under irrigation now in the entire
state. This is but an Intimation of the
transformation that in being wrought
in the southwest.
Scientific Farming.
Another factor is the scientific dry
farmer. Twenty thousand persons
filed on government land In New Mex
ico the past year and most of them
engaged in dry farming. Despite pes
slmistlc predictions, most of them had
good crops, many of them are supplementing their crops with products
from Bmall dairies and poultry farms,
Fifteen years ago, the population of
what is now Curry, Roosevelt, north
era Chaves, eastern Guadalupe, Quay
and southern Union counties, was less
than 5,000; today it exceeds 85,000,
Fifteen years ago there were 49,000,
000 acres of government land in New
Mexico; today there are 27,788,857
acres and this area is being filed upon
at the rate of 8,000,000 acres a yt.Tr.
The state has 7,816,637 acres of land
and still has 4,252,800 acres coming
to it from tha public, domain. In national forests there are 8,582,600 acres,
in reservations, 4.5C4.S01 acres; in private ownership almost 30.000.000 aerea
n

one-hal-

É1

The dire prediction that the creation
of forest reserves would hurt stock
interests has prove a fallacy, for the
range is now protected, and sclentiflo
and business methods making the
27,000,000 acres of free range still remaining go as far as 60,000,000 acres
did two decades ago.
Of staple crops, the Department of
Agriculture gives the following pro
duction for 1915: Corn, 2,860,000
bushels; wheat, 21,1 60,000 bushels;
oats, 2,160,000 bushels; barley,
bushels; potatoes, 800,000 hush-els- ;
hay, 442,000 tons.
264,-00-

"As

light
As a

0

Feather"

Mining.

Nothing short of marvelous has
'
"Talk about light,
been the development of the mining
fluffy,
tempting and
Industry. In 1911, New Mexico prowholesome Jelly Rolls,
duced only 4,057,000 pounds of cop
per; last year It produced 59,307,925
Cakes, Biscuits and other
pounds.
This year, the production,
good things I My! but
75,000,000
probably has reached
pounds.
Five years ago, the gold
production was $239,491; last year It
was $1,171,696; silver production two
years ago was 214,553 ounces; last K BAKING POWDEB
year it was 1,777,445 ounces.
The I
certainly beats the band
lead production in 1908 was 873,763
for sure results
1
for
pounds; last year the production was
purity, economy and
1
18,403,392 pounds.
In, 1908, the tobakings,1 '
tal valuation of ore production was fa" wholesome
. .t...
$1,525,091; laBt year it was $11,049,-93Calumet Baking Pow
Five years ago, the coal proder on the money-bac- k
duction in New Mexico was valued at
m
m
as
guarantee.
$3,984,660; last year it was $6,230,871.
"It
.
Awards
Racahrsd
Hh
Civic Progress.
CnI SmI j
,V
New Mexico this year expended
rwmmm .
m .. i m
mm mum
11
$2,225,000 on Its schools and higher
educational Institutions. The school
census this year totaled 110,939.
In
practically every one of the more than
1,000 school districts at least seven
months school were held and more
new modern school houses ware built
in the state the past year than In any
two years previous. In one county
alone, that of Santa F4, forty-fiv- e
new modern school houses went up.
The state University, for the first
time, had more than $75,000 to expend, and the revenues of the state
Institutions are growing constantly
through income from the state lands
appropriations, the total state land
office receipts this year being
or more than the entire revenue of the commonwealth two decades ago.
On good roadB, the state is expendBAKING
ing the proceed of a $500,000 bond issue, besides a state levy of $110,000 a
.
year and county levies totaling

CALUMET
tii

'

-

wm

ft
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$757,-319.7-

sJT

$200,-000-

Important Work.
The state has undertaken the preservation and restoration of Its prehistoric ruins and historic landmarks in
whl'h It is richer than any othei
commonwealth in the union.
It hat
established a state museum in the historic Palace of the Governors, now
valued at $250,000, and in the spring
will build, with the bsslstance of pri
vate contributions and the gift, of a
site by the citizens of Santa Fé, a
state art gallery and auditorium for
$100,000, as an annex to the museum,
modeling it after the 300 years'-olmission church on tho Rock of Acoma.
Twenty thousand dollars were expended this year on excavations and
restorations of prehistoric communal
dwellings by scientists from other
Thirty thousand tourists
Btutes.
passed through the state museum this
year, showing the widespread interest
in New Mexico and its antiquities.
New Mexico is reaping the material
benefits of the publicity given it by
a splendid exhibit at the Panama-Californiexposition, where its building was one of the chief attractions.
Its exhibit was different, unique, anIncient and yet right
stead of showing heaps of pumpkins,
apples, corn and wheat, such as might
be gathered in any state of the union,
it displayed models of its landmarks,
artistic pictures and motion films of
its industries, its farms, its towns, its
institutions, Us mines and factories;
it distributed
literature,
and well printed, and the
results already justify the expenditure. It will continue this work dun
ing 1916.
Thus, this beautiful exposition, that
veritable fairyland of modern industry, science and art, was an apotheosis of the achievements of th
youngest and yet the oldest, of the
states of the union.
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Cheap andbigcanBaldngPowdersdonotk
save you money. Calumet dogs it's Pore I
and far superior to sour milk and soda.

He

match
She
He
could.

Different From Her Ma.
Why Is it that there's never a
in the house?
(curtly) I can't make matches.
That's strange; your mother
St. Louis Globe Democrat.

"CASCAREIS" ACT

d

a

high-grad-

e

well-edite-

Work Progressing on National Park.
Santa Fé. Work Is progressing on
the plan for the establishment of a
national park In New Mexico, to b
known as "The National Park of the
Cliff Cities," which has been advocated by Santa Fé and other cltlzeni
for some time past.

Oil
No sick

bad

LIVERJOWELS
headache, biliousness,

taste or constipation
by morning.

box.
Get a
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascareis, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Let
Cascareis thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
in the bowels.
will make you
A Cascaret
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
bave Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.

Sorry He Spoke.
A senior of one of our large manu-

facturing concerns came through the
store and noticed a boy sitting on a
counter swinging his legs and whistling merrily. The senior eyed him
severely, as he confronted him, and
inquired: "Is that all you have to do?"
"Yes, sir."
"Very well; report to tho cashier
and tell him to pay you off. We don't
need boys like you around here."
360,000 Cattle Shipped From State.
"But, sir," said the astonished boy,
Santa Fé. In the past fiscal yeai "I don't work for you. I have Just
360,325 cattle, 75,000 of which orlgl bought some goods and am waiting
nated In Mexico, were Inspected foi for the bill." Pittsburgh Chronicle-- .
shipment In this state, the annual re- Telegraph.
port of the cattle sanitary board
states. The total actually shipped out
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
of the state was between 250,000 and original little liver pill put up 40 yean
sgo. They regulate liver and bowels. Adv.
260,000.
It 1b estimated New Mexlc
cattlemen received nearly $10.000,000
Short (who Is but five tall)
during the year. Cattle remuiulnr; on
the ranges amounted to nearly a mil Do you believe that brevity is th
lion bead. The total number oi soul of wit?
Miss Long Well, not lu your case.
horses shipped in the year was 7,947

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WHITE LEGHORN VALUED AT $100,000

Hopes Women Will
Adopt This Habit
As Well As Men
Glaus of hot water each morning helps us look and feel

clean, sweet, fresh.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
Interés para toda la gents
de Nuevo Mexico.

AUSTRIA LOSES

25,000

111

FIGHT

De

Weetern Neweuaner Union Npwi Service.

TEUTON ARMIES SUFFER HEAVY
LOSSES IN EFFORT TO 8TEM
RUSSIANS' GREAT DRIVE.
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Nuevo Mexico.
Albino Alderete, de Belén, se d!6 un

tiro, matándose al instante.
RAIN SHELLS ON NANCY
Se han presentado mas de 1,700 de
mandas de licencias de automóviles.
Catarrh means inflammation.
J. MaeBch, un minero, fué matado
is the stagnation
Inflammation
THOUSAND PERSONS
en un accidente en la mina de Navajo, THIRTY
of blood the gorging: of the
FLEEING
FROM BOMBARDcerca de Gallup.
circulation with impure blood
Oi course yon can't be well under
J. B. Harvey fué nombrado por el
MENT OF THEIR HOMES.
this condition. It means, headaches,
Presidente Wilson de administrador
indigestion, kidney trouble, coughs,
de correos en Carlsbad.
cold- etc.
(Veetern Newspaper Union NfWi Service.
AlLa nueva sala de diversiones de
con
11.
battle
The
London,
Jan.
amogordo fué dedicada de manera for
tinues between the Russians and
mal el dfa de afio nuevo.
nutrition
In Galicia and Bukowlna.
the circulation, Invigorates the
pa
p.
afio
el
Las recetas de estado
system, removes the waste matter and
The Russians claim further gains
sado alcanzaron un total de $2,378,186,
brightens yon up.
and the Austrians claim to be holding
siendo los gastos de $2,332,511.
ground.
The Austrians havo
their
La Junta de la ciudad de Clovls vo made determined counter - attacks
Of service to the public entitles It to a
tó para extender las aceras de ce along the middle Stripa and northeast
place with yon.
mento al largo de la avenida de Mon- of the town of Czernowltz, and, ac
roe.
cording to the Russian official com
The Perms Company
Columbas, Ohio
La convención anual de la Asocia
munication, they were beaten back
You cao net Feruna In tablet form
ción Americana de Ganado se tendrá, with enormous losses while the Rus
for convenience.
en El Paso, Texas, los 25, 20, 27 de sians have made dlstlct gains, occu
enero.
pying several Austrian positions and
Los francmasones de Clayton gasta taking more than 1,300 prisoners In
Made Him Hot.
ron $1,000 en un banquete do dedica all, and that at least 25,000 have been
"I saw you talking with a
ción de su templo nuevo, recién com- killed.
reformer yesterday."
pletado,
s
"Yes. We had quite a lengthy disThe British and French have com
Lady Eglantine, Who Hold World's Record &f 314 Egg In 365 Day.
El Dr. O. W. Bennett de Fort Sum pletely evacuated their remaining po- cussion."
"Well, did you feel uplifted?"
(By E. VAN BENTHUYSEN.)
competition on the
at the
ner comitió suicidio. Se dice que la sitions on Gallipoli penisula. Turk"No, but some of the remarks he
Lady Eglantine, the first hen to grounds ot the Delaware agricultural
desesperación fué la causa del acto, ish reports say they were driven off
with heavy losses. The British war made raised my temperature considDeja á una viuda y á dos minos.
make a Journey, alive, in a parlor car, experiment station at Newark, Del.,
erably."
arrived in New York to open the Poul- from November 1, 1914, to October 31,
Juan Sandoval recibió un tiro en office announces It as a successful
woundtry, Song Bird, Cat and Pet Stock 1915. In this time she made, her rec
un nativo de withdrawal with only one man
Vaughn
manos
de
de
las
14 Inches high
ord. She is black-eyed- ,
show at the Grand Central Palace.
Viejo Méjico, llamado Muñoz, que está ed and none killed. A dispatch from
says:
E PS
There Is nothing about this bird to and weighs four pounds. She has
ENDS D
arrestado en la cárcel de Santa Rosa Constantinople
The British, as a result of a vio
distinguish her from other White Leg- - perfect figure.
Hoehne,
de 84 años de- lent battle, have completely evacuated
William
All sorts of money has been offered
edad, por cincuenta años residente de Seddul-Bah- r
with great losses; not a
Mr. Christian for the bird, but he ab
GAS
Nuevo Méjico, falleció en casa de su single man remained behind."
solutely refuses to part with the hen
hijo adoptivo, Blas Hoehmo, en Santa
report from ConstanA
On her arrival in New York she was
Rosa.
tinople, according to an Amsterdam 'Tape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
met by a bunch of newspaper men
Un incendio, de origen desconocido,
dispatch to Reuter's Telegram Commen,
all anx
photographers and movie
sour stomachs in five minutes
destruyó una entera manaznna de ca pany, claims "the capture by thn
ious to get a peek at the champion
Time It!
Kelly,
población
causan
sas
en
de
la
camp
enemy
great
and
of
a
Turks
layer. She was lifted into an auto
do una pérdida estimada en casi nine guns and the sinking of an enImperial
put bad stomachs In
to
"Really
the
hurried
does"
and
mobile
'
i
$20,000.
Her Bad Break.
emy vessel with troops near Seddul-Bahr.- " order "really does" overcome indigeshotel and placed in a coop decorated
employ
Maggie was a maid in the
Unas reducciones de 15 á 20 por
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
with American flags, with floral offer
ciento, se estima por la Comisión de
The Kaiser has apparently selected sourness in five minutes that just
ings near by. After a few minutes rest of a Gotham family.rangOne afternoon
I
bell, and, Corporaciones de estado, se harán en the point at which he will begin his
!
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the larshe was taken in her motor to the two woman visitorsseated, the
I
Maggie went las tárifas
be
de express interesando
second drive on Parli, gest selling stomach regulator in the
Palace, where she remained until the telling them to
see
part
to
of
the
house
into
another
Nuevo Mexico.
and his huge guns are now raining world. If what you eat ferments Into
show closed.
If her TnlHtrpftn were in.
shells on the city of Nan- stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
Springer reporta que la superftcl fifteen-incmaidf,
very
sorry,"
said the
"I am
cy, which is several miles behind the eructate sour, undigested food and
HAVE WATER VESSELS CLEAN returning a minute later, "but Mrs, sembrada en trigo en los condados de
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
Mora y Colfax es mayor que cual- French lines. The city is
Brown went out and won't be back quiera
at the bombardment and nearly all foul; tongue coated; your insldes filled
v , V Unless Proper Attention Is Given Filth till
de las precedentes en la his
dinner time."
the population has left or Is preparing with bile and indigestible waste, retoria del país.
;.
Is Scratched Into Troughs, En"That is too bad, exclaimed one
to flee. From a statement Issued by member the moment "Pape's Diapepy
de
cuatro
Más
de
media
millones
couraging Disease.
women,
started
as
callers
the
of the
the prefect of the department in sin" comes In contact with the stomach
y
pesos
$1,200,000
de
de
cerca
carbón
too,
to
think,
that
for the door. "And
Nancy is situated, It appears all such distress vanishes. It's truly
How would you relish your favorite I have forgotten my cards. I will have de coke se producierou en el estado el which
año p. pasado, según el reporte anual that there have been casualties in the astonishing almost marvelous, and
"tope" coffee, tea or milk from
city, six persons having been killed the joy is its harmlessness.
teacup or glass which remained on
i
Never mind the cards, nia'am," in del Inspector de minas de estado.
t
case of Pape's Diaand ten wounded.
A large
the table for a week at a stretch with- terjected Maggie, with a kindly disEn el año fiscal p. pasado, 360,325
It is announced that safe conduct pepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
out washing? Bitter, acrid, slimy, posed smile. "I told the mistress your reses, de las cuales 75,000 venían de
cs been Issued to 30,000 persons to worth of satisfaction.
greasy, you say? What about the poul- names when I went upstairs."
Nuevo Mexico, fueron inspeccionadas leave Nancy.
A special train with
It's worth its weight in gold to men
try drinking vessels that are strangers
por xpedlci. .n en este estado, de- some of these residents on board ar- and women who can't get their stomto cleaning for a much longer period
el reporte anual de la junta sani- rived In Paris. Others from Nancy achs regulated. It belongs in your
GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT, clara
than a week?
de ganado.
taria
have gone to Dijon and elsewhere. home should always be kept handy
Not only does the drinking fluid beMcDonald nombró á Shells recently have been reaching in case ot sick, sour, upset stomach
El
Gobernador
come putrid with decaying food parA. Jones y B. C. Hernandez de Nancy at intervals from German fit during the day or at night. It's the
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR A.
ticles from the birds' beaks, but mao! quickest, surest and most harmless
delegados á la conferencia nacional teen-incguns, in consequence
nure and filth are scratched Into the
y americanizaInmigración
gallery
the
which
works
in
la
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
sobre
art
the
multiply
germs
of
disease
vessels and
que
Filadelfia,
los
measure,
ción,
were,
se
en
a
tendrá
precautionary
as
food
Clean
in inconceivable numbers.
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur 19 y 20 de enero.
Rather Discouraging.
transferred to Troyes.
and clean drink are half the battle
"Well, Twobble, how are you getDandruff
Real
Remove
iant
and
on
Exhibition.
Lady Eglantine
fué la escena de una
Roawcll
against poultry diseases.
ting along in politics?"
New Haven Jury Exonerates Six.
Surprise for You.
querella en que se dieron muchos disDon't force your fowls to drink from
"Can't say that I'm making much
New York. Six of the eleven forhorns, and she is as modest a world's
paros de revolver, y á cuyas resultas mer directors of the New York, New progress."
willing to
title holder as if she had not laid one a vessel unless you would be
años
Rublo,
de
de
veintisiete
Manuel
Tour hair becomes light, wavy, fluf
"No?"
Haven & Hartford railroad charged
of the 314 eggs that she deposited to drink from it yourself.
fy, abundant and appears as soft, lus- edad, es muerto, y Lopez Gonzales, de by the government with criminal
"I've climbed into half a dozen po
her credit in 365 days.
Regularly and Properly.
trous and beautiful as a young girl's diez y siete, está en la cárcel.
antilitical bandwagons and every one of
Sherman
the
violation
of
Lady Eglantine was hatched at
There is no need of a very compliafter a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just
El Gobernador McDonald visitará trust law, were found not gulltv them broke down before I'd traveled
Greensboro, Md., April 15, 1914, on the
poultry, but try this moisten a cloth with a little Raton y hará una investigación per- by the jury that for
near'y far enough to reach an office."
Eelantine farms, run by Mr. A; A cated system ot feedingdone regularly
Danderine and carefully draw It sonal en el caso de Austin Kinney, el three months has been trying in
Christian. She was one of five single- what Is done should be
through your hair, taking one small negro de C0 años sentenciado á la case. Those on whom the jury disa STOP EATING MEAT IF
comb White Leghorns placed in a pen and properly.
strand at a time. This will cleanse cuerda para la víspera de Navidad y greed were William Rockefeller, New
KIDNEYS OR BACK HURT
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil que obtuvo una prolongación de York; Charles F. Brooker, Ansonia,
RATION
BULKY
RELISH
Kinney Conn.; Charles M. Pratt, Brooklyn;
and in Just a few moments you have treinta dtas del ejecutivo.
BEST GRAIN FOR FATTENING DUCKS
Kid- doubled the beauty of your hair.
fué condenado por la muerte de otro Lewis Cass Ledyard, New York, and Take a Glass of Salts to Clean
neys If Bladder Bothers
It Reaches Gizzard, Must
negro.
D. Robbins, New Haven.
Oats Finely Ground or With Coarser Food, When
Edward
once,
beautifying
Besides
the
hair
at
Forms Urlo Acid.
Be In Soft State Whole Grain
Hulls 8ifted Out Should Form
Danderine dissolves every particle ot
El diputado alguacil Bob Lewis de
la Not Recommended.
Basis of 411 Mixtures.
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invig- Magdalena sorprendió á dos hombres BURGLAR SHOT IN GUN BATTLE
Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble in some form
Ducks at all times require a bulky orates the scalp, forever stopping itch con un grupo de reses cerca de esa
A satisfactory fattening ration is one
Los hombres se huyeron Wounded Outlaw Leaps Through Win-do- or other, says a
ciudad.
authority.
have no crop like chick ing and falling hair.
that is palatable and that will produce ration They
dejundo al diputado
directly
apresuradamente,
you
to
the
passing
will
please
most
food
what
will
But
because the uric acid in meat excites
ens,
the
finely
Oats,
flesh.
a
Second
of
Floor.
the be after a few weeks' use when you veintidós caballos, varias acémilas
the kidneys, they become overworked;
ground or with the coarser hulls sift- gizzard. The food when it reaches
Denver. Dangerously wounded in a get sluggish; clog up and cause all
a soft state. For will actually see new hair fine and con sus accesorios. La policía está
ed out, have proved the best grain gizzard must be In
Ó
gun fight at close range with JoBepb sorts of distress, particularly backache
the feeding of much whole downy at first yes but really new ahora esperando que se presente el
for fattening and should form the basis this reason
will prove injurious to ducks. A hair growing all over the scalp. If los dueños de los animales.
train
most
G.
Clark, a special police officer, an and misery in the kidney region; rheuThe
mixtures.
grain
the
all
of
following:
good
you
.the
pretty,
ration
is
lots
for
care
hair
and
winter
soft
are:
fattening
morning burglar forgot the pain matic twinges, severe headaches, acid
con
3C4
pacientes
early
de
están
for
Un
total
suitable meals
stomach, constipation, torpid liver.
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of finados en el asilio de dementes de of a wound in bis chest, dragged
ground oats, buckwheat, barley and Equal parts ot wheat bran, cornmeal
sleeplessness, bladder and uninary Irand green food, 5 per cent beef scrap Knowlton's Danderine from any store estado en Las Vegas, según el re
flour.
staggered
flight
stairs,
up
of
a
ritation.
and 5 per cent sand. The mash for and Just try it. Adv.
Satisfactory fattening rations:
porte del consejo de directores. De through a hallway, leaped twenty-twThe moment your back hurts or kid
ducks must be made thin and sloppy.
209 son hombres y 155 mujeres.
(1) Finely ground oatB.
éstos,
second-storwindow and neys aren't acting right, or if bladder
Queer Cattle.
feet from a
pacientes
de
diarlo
promedio
(2) Two parts finely ground oats. Any kind of green food will docabbEl
"Begorry! thlra stitory writers are
escaped in the darkness. The encoun bothers you, get about four ounces of
age, potatoes, turnips, beets, tc.
muestra una aumentad.. n dé quince
one part fine shorts.
quarest cratures In the world."
the
cut
clover
ot
supply
these,
Lacking
ter between burglar and policeman Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
a
oats,
ground
finely
parts
$79,p.
año
de
pasado. Más
(3) Two
sobre el
phwy so?"
"An'
mixed
place In the hallway of the Hotel take a tablespoonful In a glass of
and
took
steamed
or
alfalfa,
cut
fine
part
one
barley,
año.
one part ground
"Shure, an' don't their tales come 000 se gastaron durante el
Du Nan. Four hours later Claude Mad water before breakfast for a few days
with the mash, will do as well. Ducks
shorts.
Los veintiséis condados de Nuevo dox, 22 years old, was removed from and your kidneys will then act fine.
day. As out av their heads?"
(4) Two parts finely ground oats, should be fed three times a
Mexico, en el año fiscal que se acabó the McCloud hotel to Mercy hospital. This famous salts Is made from the
e
the breeding season approaches the
one part fine shorts, one part
el 30 de noviembre p. pasado, cobra He was suffering from a gunshot acid of grapes and lemon juice, comPiles Relieved by Mrst Application
quantity of cornmeal and beef scrap
flour.
Esto wound in the chest, a sprained back bined with lithia, and has been used
And cured in 6 la 14 dayt by PAZO OINTMENT,
ron un total de $4.307.029.90.
(5) Equal parts ground oats, barley, in the ration should be doubled,
the universal remedy for ail forma ot Pilas, fué una disminución de $086,787.40
way
of
require
the
Ducks
in
little
giala
if
and a wrenched ankle. Three persons for generations to flush clogged kidii
njouer
fails.
refund
500.
flour.
Druf
fine shorts and
comparado con el total de cobros de have since Identified him as the man neys and stimulate them to normal
f
The meal should be mixed to a thin housing. A shed, open toward the
los condados en los precedentes doce who engaged in the pistol duel with activity; also to neutralize the acldK In
Improvement on the, Early Model.
porridge with sour milk, skim milk or south, but with north, east and west
"How's, your boy getting on at meses. En el año fiscal el tráfico de Special Policeman Clark. Soon after the urine so it no longer irritates, thus
buttermilk. On the average 10 pounds sides closed, is all that is required
licores en Nuevo Mexico dló á veintt Maddox was removed to the hospital, ending bladder disorders.
of meal require from 12 to 15 pounds The only part of the duck that is sen school?"
I think he accinco condados una receta total de his wife, Mrs. Juanita Maddox, was
Sometimes
"Fine.
to
cold
is
order
to
In
feet.
its
Jad Salts cannot injure anyone;
sitive
milk.
of
much as I $127, "10.34, 6 sea una disminución de arrested and placed In the matron's makes a delightful effervescent lithia-wate- r
freezing-weatheras
tually
almost
knows
protect
from
feet
its
butteror
milk
skim
sufficient
When
ago."
$099.16.
drink which millions of men and
quarters at the city Jail.
milk cannot be obtained for mixing the floor ot the shed should be well thought I knew at lúa
women take now and then to keep the
with straw. The litter in dulc
Loa gastos del Colegio de Agriculthe mashes, a quantity of meat meal, bedded
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus
City Held by Military
If you wish beautiful, clear whit tura y Oficios mecánicos de Nuevo
blood meal or beef scraps and raw pens soon becomes damp and filthy
une Red Croas Bug Blue. At all Mexico el última año fiscal diciemavoiding Berlous kidney disease. Adv.
Quiet
11.
Ohio,
vegetables should be added to the fat- and should be renewed frequently. If clothea,
Jan.
Youngstown,
good grocers. Adv.
bre 1, 1914, á noviembre 30, ls-- u
tening ration. A good proportion is allowed to sleep on damp litter or In
prevailed Saturday and Sunday, with
Too Deep for Him.
alcanzaron un total de $157,318.75. K members of the Ohio National Guard
one part of the meat meal to 15 of oat damp quarters, ducks will likely con
Combination Gift.
"Young
Mrs. Dubwaite is a romannúmero
rheumatism
tract
nuevos
estudiantes
de
total
of
streets
meal.
patrolling the
"What are you knitting, dear?"
person.
She has an idea that her
range
tic
may
permitted
to
be
fatDucks
homin
año
the
fué
de
el
remain
durante
225106
The birds should
"A shawl to send to Mr. and Mrs.
East Youngstown where Friday night soul and Dubwaite's soul were seekbres y 59 mujeres.
tening crates for a period not exceed- about the place except when the Jones with our united love."
mobs ran riot, looting and burning ing each other for centuries before
in 24 days. Some birds will fatten ground Is covered with snow
Alvan N. White, superintendente de property and causing one death and they met."
more readily than others and should
Economy of Language.
instrucción pública de estada, aceptó financial loss amounting to 11,500,000.
"When she starts to talking that
Cull the Males Closely.
therefore, be removed from the crate
(entering
Fin una, invitación para actuar á titulo de
Passenger
way how does Dubwaite act?"
done,
already
Again,
reasty,
if
not
cull
the
are
they
as
soon
as
killed
and
conductor.
comité de uno, representando Nuevo
Ada Rehan Dies After Operation
"He appears so ill at ease that I'm
males closely, and after selecting
Mexico, en la campaña con el fin de
Conductor Fare.
New York. Ada Rehan, the actress
if the poor fellow really thought
sure
pens,
disbreeding
needed
for
those
Chickens.
Charcoal for
obtener una apropiación de $100,000 died in a hospital here after ill opera he had a soul he would apologize
pay
does
pose
ot
not
It
others.
the
kept
should
be
A box of charcoal
But silence would Improve some peo para el bureau federal de educacn. Hon tor arterial affection.
"
to keep them.
where the chickens can get at it.
ple's conversation
bright, alert- - vigorous and
a good clear skin; a natural, rosy complexion and freedom
from illness are assured only by clean,
healthy blood. If only every woman
and likewise every man could realize
the wonders of drinking phosphated
hot water each morning, what a grat
ifying change would take place.
Instead of the thousands of sickly,
anaemic-lookinmen, women and
girls with pasty or muddy complexions; Instead of the multitudes of
nerve wrecks," "rundowns," "brain
fags" and pessimists we should see a
virile, optimistic throng of rosycheeked people everywhere.
An InBlde bath is had by drinking.
each morning before breakfast, a glass
of real hot water with a teaspoonful
of limestone phosphate In it to wash
from the stomach, liver, kidneys and
ten yards ot bowels the previous day's
Indigestible waste, sour fermentations
and poisons, thus cleansing, sweetening and freshening the entire alimen
tary canal before putting more food
into the stomach.
Those subject to sick headache, biliousness, nasty breath, rheumatism,
colds; and particularly those who
have a pallid, sallow complexion and
who are constipated very often, are
urged to obtain a quarter pound of
limestone phosphate from any drug
gist or at the store which will cost
but a trifle but is sufficient to demonstrate the quick and remarkable
change in both health and appearance
awaiting those who practice internal
sanitation. We must remember that
inside cleanliness is more important
than outside, because the skin does
not absorb impurities to contaminate
the blood, while the pores In the thir
ty feet of bowels do. Adv.
Happy,
vivacious
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OF rrBLICATK'N
ARIZONA UNION
I.ANO SALE
Insurance
The following from the Douglas
of Public I.anda,
Office of the CcmitilMwniT
Lnuling' Companies Scottish
International casts a mellow light
State of No Mexico. Santa Fe, New Mcx-Iron Boot-legfpn- p;
in Arizona.
Union, Firemen j, Connecticut
Iecembcr 2, 1915.
"A typewritten circular that has
pursuant
to
the
given
hereby
In
that
Notice
home,
amusement
provisión of n Act of Congress approved caused considerable
Your Business Solicited
June 20, 110, the laws of the State of New has been in circulation this mornIt purports to
Mexico, and the rules and regulations of the ing on the streets.
Stale Land Office, the Commissioner of Public give the names of members of the
The heading
Lands will offer at public sale, to the highest Uootlepgers' Union.
ia to certify that we, the
A f torn y at I. aw
bidder, at ten o'clock at m., on February 25, says 'This
WASHINGTON I.OAN St TRfST Iiril.DINfi 111 Hi, In the town of Silver City, County of undersigned, are members of the
I
WASHINGTON, I). C.
Bootleggers' Union.'
'
Grunt, State of New Mexico, in front of the
"The conditions of membership
fittrntmn to puMlc Mml nml Mining cih-t- s court house therein, the following described
St
are as follows :
the Ocnrriil Inrt office nml lntrrinr j
land, vis :
PATKNTS FOR 1NVKNTIONS. tracts of
"First! You must never refuse
SWVi Sec. S3, T. 283., R. 17W., containing
a drink.
lfiO acres.
There are no improvements on this
"Second. You must be able to
land.
wood alcohol without sufdrink
See.
8V4
Also NEVi. EM,NW, BW14 NW,
any bad effects.
fering
27, T. 3S., R. 1SW., containing 600 acres.
Any Texican joining
"Third:
There are no lmprovementa on this land.
the Union must deny his nationalAlso NEViNEVi See. 20, all of See. 21, Wli ity.
Sec. 22. N'jNWVi Sec 28. NEViNEVi Sec 29,
"The fourth clause contana the
S
Office: ItrowM Illock
T. 273,, R. 21 W., containing 1120 acres. There
y
Pvriiniid St.
names of some well known men
are no improvements on this land.
who are noted for their dry pro8Ey4NWVi. clivities, and they are termed 'inNE'4SWI4.
.Permanpntlv Located.
Also WV4SWVÍ.
NW'iNW', Sec. 15, T. SIS., R. 20W.,
eligible.'
$
LOltHSIU'Itr;. NF.W MEXICO.
200
The lmprovementa on thia
"A few of the well known fictiland consist of house and fencing, value 1168. tious names that adorn the paper
AIo SE'4 Sec. 83, T. 2iS.R. 17W., con- as signatures are Bond & Lillard,
taining 160 acres. There lire no lmprovementa Mr. Atherton, Wood Alcohol, John
on this land.
Dewar Scotch, N. B. Snyder, Sam
, NE'4 Sec. 83. T. Clay, Old Taylor, Old Jordan, and
Alio
&
There Johnnie Walker, alias
160 aerea.
333., R. i0W, containirg
are no improvements on this land.
AUo F.'i Sec. 13. T. 83S., R. 20W, all of
H.inr.linir tm V irivon roo nttMitif m. Yj Sec. 18. Lots 1, 2. EViNWH, NE4 Sec. 19, T.
Tiun-lfrriii- íi
EI raso a Cattle Center
A
ti ri I tirdyiiui.
?
3HS., II. IStW.. ciintaininn 1284.26 acroa. There
are no improvements on thia land.
PKÜXE 14--- 2
,
AIm Lotr. 3. 4, r,, 6. 7, E'iSWVl. SE'4NWti
The entrance into the El Paso
Sec. 6. NE"i 8EV4 Sec. 7. all of See. 9. all field of Morris & Co., packers of
19,
Sec.
of
18,
all
all
of
of St-c-. 16, SE
Sec,
national fame, is conclusive eviSec. 20. all of Sec. 21, all of Sec. 28, all of Sec.
dence of the growing importance of
2!i. nM of Sec. 80, Lots 1, 2. 8, 4, E'jNWVé,
E'iSWV, N',SEV,, NE',i Sec. 81, all of Sec this city as the center of the live3J, all of Sec. 33. T. SOS., R. 16W., all of Sec.
stock industry of the southwest.
3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec. 6. all of Sec. 6, all
With an investment of $100,000
of Sec. 7, NVi. SE'i, N'jSWVi Sec. 8. all of
Sec. 9. all of See 10, all of Sec. 16, all of Sec in yards and other cattle handling
16, E'i, SWVi, WVjNW'A
Sec 17, all of See. facilities, the company earlier in
18. all of Sec. 19, all of See. 20, all of Sec 21,
the year became firmly establishall Of Sec. 22. T. 81S., R. 16W., NEV4NEV4 Sec
ed in the El Paso market and will
29, NE'iNWT, Sec. 83. SE'.SWVl. NVjSWVi
henceforth play an important part
4. T. 2SS., R. 17 W., Lot 4 Sec. $1, T.
Sec.
ana Duuaer
29S , R. 16W., SM..SEV4 Sec 8, NEVISE4 Sec in the development of the livestock
'
S''jNWV4. SWVi Sec. 11, EVjNW,
10.
industry.
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Pi nl.lC

Prince Albert is
uch friendly tobacco

I'alktinp:

WHITE and ANDREWS

that it just makes a men sorry he didn't get wind of this

pipo and cigarette smoke long, long ago. He counts it lost
time, quick as the goodness of Prince Albert gets firm set
in his life I The patented proces3 fixes that and curs our
bite and parch I
Get on the
soon es you know howl
Understand yourself how much youll like

lf'rr

I Dr. R. E.

right-smoke-tra-

j

OVENS

i

DENTAli SURHKON.

Buy Prlncm Aíhmrt
tobacco ia mold in

Jack Heather

,

Se) ''dy
bat;
handmomm

:

,

ioniracior

.

s

...

E'jNEVi Sec 28,
Sec.
14.
BW"4NWU. NWViSWVl Sec. 24, T. 29S., R.
17 W.,
The imcor.taininst 18,898.41 acres.

J
'
Copyright lili
In view of these developments
by R. J. Keynotes
S,
and others that have come about in
Tobacco Co.
i
Crick, Concrete and all Classes provements on this land consUt of house, cor- the present year, notably the
water truughs, and surface tai k, bright prospects for the establishrals,
of Construction Wovk.
2,20(l.0O.
ment of a packing plant, it seems
' Also
EX.SE'4 Sec. 8. W.JSW14 Sec. 9. all
that El Paso will soon become the
n! Sec. 16," S' .NWV4, NE'ASWVi, NW8E,
on jtViSEVi Sec. 17, EVjNE'i Sec 18, NEViNEVi greatest primary market in the
S.C 20, NW'4. SWV4NEV4. NVjbK'4. Bt.y4Si.V4 United States, a packing center
'i
Sec 21. SWViSWU. WiaNWVi Sec. 22,
and a money center for cattlemen.
Sec , 27, N.NEVi Sec. 84, W'jNWVi,
Packing Plants Coming
N'jSEVi
SEijNWH-NEVÍSWV4,
Sec 85,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Build Large Stock Yards
T. 33S., R. 18W., all of Sec 82, T. 83S., R.
El Paso's claim as a market will
Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
i;W., all of Sec 84, T. 30S., R. 18W.,
be strengthened by the coming of
SWViNW'l, W'jSWVi Sec. 26,
Las Cruces, N. M., December 23, 1915.
at
packing
plants.
Paso
El
That
El Paso's facilities for the handSec. 26. fclNE. SW14NEV4.
1" &
Notice is hereby given that Sam
E'i.SW'i, NWViSEW Sec 85, T. 818., R. will have packing planta is gener- ling of livestock have been greatof Lorcbburg, N. M., who on DecemSOW., all of Sec. 16, WVj. SEVi. W,NEV4 Sec. ally believed.
The start towards
ly increased by the construction ber, 14, 1915, made homestead entry No.
21, T. 82S., R. 20W., N'jNWVi. SWy4NWV4,
IVm. McSwain
company
organization
to
a
the
of
Sec. 11. SE',NE'4. EVjSEVi Sec
build a small plant is already of large yards in the southern part 012773, for SEVi, Section 15, Township 24
All classes of carpentering and 10, SE',4NW14. NVjNEVi. SWHNEV4,
of the Cotton addition by the El S., Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
SWVÍSWV4
Sec 16, T. 83S., R. 18W., made.
concrete work.
all of Sec. 7, ail of Sec 18, all
ail ot
With only a few days of actual Paso Union Stock Yards Company, notice of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above desLaiimatasChecríuüy Furnished of Sec 19, T. 33S., R. 17W.. all of Sec 4. all work the committee raised about
a part of the Morris & Company or- cribed, before Faris V. Bush, U. S. Commisof Sec' 23, all of Sec. 24, T. 83S., R. 18W., NV4.
Before you build,
necessary
to
half
of
the
$75,000
22,
all
of
SWVÍSWVi,
Sec
sioner, at Lordahurg, N. M., on the 7th day
SEV4
Sec
N'iiSWii.
ganization. According to a repre- of
talk it over with me
February. 1918.
27, all of Sec S3, all of Sec. 84, all of Sec build and equip the first unit, with
28, T. 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec 1. all of Sec a capacity of 200 animals per day. sentative of the company the
Claimant names as witnesses:
jobs accepted
11,
10,
all
of
of
Sec
2. all of Sec. 3. all
Sec
A. Leahy, Miss Capitola Robertson, D.
Eight of the ten banks in El Paso
the yards is about 25,000 an- F. J.Sellards,
all of Sec 12, all of Sec. 13. all of Sec 14, all
W. W. Carlon, all of Lordsburg,
of Sec. lb. NViNEVi. SEV4NEV4 Sec 22, NWV4 are back of the enterprise, besides imals, or 15,000 cattle and the reN. M.
a
number of El Paso business men
E'4, N'!.,.Wi4, EViSWVi Sec 17, NVá, SWVi.
Lordsburg', New Mex.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnside, Register
NWViSEVi
Sec 18, Lots 3, 4. 6, 6. Sec 19, and business men in the Pecos, mainder sheep and hogs. The comLots 1, 2, EViNWVi, SWViNWVi Sec 20, T. Mesilla and El Paso valleys.
pany also operates the Santa Fe
The
8iS., K. 19W.. all of Sec 12, WV4 Sec. 13,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
a.l of Sec. 14. all of Sec 16, EV4 Sec 22, all enterprise is being fostered by the yards, on the river south of the
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
of Commerce and no union station.
o.' Sec Í3, SWViNWVi. SWVi, WViSEVi, SEVi- - Chamber
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 80, 1916.
SK;i Sec. 24, nil Sec. 25. all Sec. 26, N5Í. N5ÍSE5Í, money for promotion purposes will
Notice Is hereby given that John F. Burnes,
The Southwestern Yards, operat&t.V,SEV4. NWViSWVi, Sec 27. E'i, SWVi Sec come out of the funds subscribed.
REDROCK AUTO
of
on September 14,
ed for some time by the Cameron 1915,Animas, N. M., who,
8. NViNWVi. SWWNWVi, NWViSWy Sec
made homestead entry No. 011797, fov
See. 23. LoU 2, 4, NWVi. NWy,NE'i Sec 24.
Company,
Cattle
were
abandoned
1
lots
and 2; EV4NWV4 NEVi. Section 19,
STAGE LINE
T. 84S., R. 20W.. W'd, SEVi Sec. 7, EV4 Sec
SAN SIMON LAND
in May, but the pens of the Union Township 27 S., Range 19 W.. N. M. P. Meriall of Sec. 85, all of Sec 38, T. 88S., R.
dian,
has
notice of intention to make
Will
y
160
of
Stock
acres
Company
sacrifice
land
Yards
and
the rlnal three filed
Lordsburg
U.U 8. 4, ESWy4. SE'A Sec. 19.
20W..
year proof, to establish elaim to
SV4
Sec (unimproved) one mile southwest Southern yards are being remodelWViNWVi.
NKLj. SEV4NWVÍ.
mornings
the land above described, before A. B. Ward,
20,
j Sec 27, all of Sees. 28, 29, 80, 81, 32, of San Simon.
In the artesian belt. ed at a cost of $2,000. These yards U. 8. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M.( on
. special auenuon m
NMi, NliSWy4 Sec. 83. NEViNW'4, WViNW', Southeast quarter section 35. Reasare located on the line of the G. H. the 14th day of February, 1916.
passenger service,
See. 84, T. 33S.. K. 19W., all of Sees. 5 and
Claimant names as witnesses :
&
S. A. railroad in East El Paso
price
terms.
onable
See
and
Faris
81S.,
18,
R.
T.
T. 84S.. R. 1W.. all of Sec.
Rufus L. Bums. William W. Jones. Wilm lledrock.
Lords-burV.
S.
U.
19W.,
Bush,
R.
82S.,
commissioner,
and
30,
81,
T.
have
capacity
a
of
ani19.
E. Stivers, Patrick M. Ewing, all of Aniof
3,500
liam
lliW., all
Sec.
8, NVi, NWfcSWVí. SEV4
Sejs.
mas,
N. M.
7.
6.
6.
M.
N.
of
all
mals.
oAEI TUBMAN, Prop.
Sec. 17, T. 33S., R. 1UW., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
BEViSEV
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R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
N. C

Winston-Sale-

NEV4-NW-

A. V. Mor.iingstar,

SEV4-KEI- .4

Contractor

Build

11 if- -

I

It stands to reason, doesn't it, that if men all over the
nation, all over the world,
Watch your step!
prefer P.' A. that it must
It's easy to chantre the shape
have all the qualities to
and color of unsalable brands
satisfy your fondest desires?
to imitate the Prince Albert
tidy rod tin, but it it impotsibtm
Men, get us right on Prince
to imitate the flavor of Prince
Albert tobacco I The
We tell you this
Albertl
'
'
patented procesa
tobacco will prove better
protect that I
than you can figure out,
it's so chummy and fragrant and inviting all the
time. Can't cost you more
than 5c or 10c to get your
'
bearings I

Contractors & Builders

Bungalows built
Installment Plan

.'

the national Joy smoke
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
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16W., all of Sec
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St. Eb no Cafe
Prop.

We give a nr.t ciass regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

r

m

e

tmprovementa on this
II. value $000.
No i.'iIa will be accepted for less than Three
Oullurs 13.00) per acre, which ia the appraised
value tliereof, ard in addition thereto the bid-- I
vsy for the improvement which
r ion t
iK.ve dencribed lands, at tha ap- -

i

m

i m w

i

m s?

a

.liming 3'J0 acres.
and cntidi--- t of

ALCOHOL-- 3

nil

I

to
.a.e
..
The successful
coüdltiois, vis
oin
.a. rs mu t pay to the Commissioner of Pub-1- Lui.d, or his agent holding auch sale, one--.
.in of the prices offered by them respectively
or the land ; four per cent interest In advance
or the balance of such purchase prices : the
ees for advertising and appraisement and all
oets incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of iaid amounta must be deposited in
cah or certified exchange at the time of sale,
a:id which amounts and all of them are subject to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico
if the successful bidders do not execute contracts within thirty days after contracts have
been mailed to them by the State Land Office ;
ii'd contract to provida for the payment of
..e balance of the purchase prices of said
of land in thirty equal, annual Installments, with interest on all deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum in
payments and interest due on October
I of eaoh year, and such other conditions,
reservations and terms as may be retired by law.
Lai'h of the tracts as described herein will
The Commissioner of
:e olfered separately.
ublie Lands, or his agent holding such sale
.
crvva the right to reject any and all bids
tit aid sale.. Possension under con-- 1
for the above described tracU
or before October 1, 1916.
.1.
.a .d and the official seal ol
..
.
..u..i flice this 2nd day of Decem-- .
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Mothers Knov That
Genuino Castoria
Always
Bears the
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R1BT. P. ERVEIN
ommiHsioner of Public Lands
Siute of New Mexico
publication. Pec. 10, 1915.
imbluation, Feb. 11, 191.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of ttje Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N, M December 80, 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that Cornelius Jack-to- n
Stephens, of Lordsburg, N. H., who. on
29, 1915, made homestead entry
December
No. 012666, for lots 8 and 4 : EM, SWVi, Section
80, Township 21 S., Range 16 W., N. M. P. Mer-d.ahas filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before Faris V,
Bush, U. S. Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N.
M., on the 14th day of February, 1916.
Claimant names aj witnesses :
B. M. McWhorter, W. H. Patterson, Frank
Cüne, C. L. Ranibolt, Felix R. Jones, all of
Lordsburg, N. M,
John L. Burnside, Register.
Jan.7 Feb.4
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llru EuSock Gave

Up ia Despair.

Husband

ui

Use

Jul

For Over

Thirty Years
t
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Catron,

Ky.

lili

ISS.ll

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

VMS

OSRTAUR

SSSNSV.

NSW VOSS CITV.

HIGH

BI.ECTR1CAL

ENERGT.

Gives more satisfactory results In
Reduction Works than any Chemicals
ta the market.
A long freight haul saved to the
consumers In both 6tateR, Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices Id competition with tha
Eastern Markets.

Copper Co.
Arizona
CLIFTON. ARIZONA.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
imeumatisra, &iomacn Trouble,
Kidney Ailments, lnflaraatlons, Ar- i erial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Breaking etc. Perfect Treat
ment, Perfect. Climate. Health, Pleasure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. J. McDbrmott.
ror

Lordsburg Lodge No.

30.

A. M.

A. F.

Meets the third Thursday night of
Visiting brothers
each moulb
Invited.

Mrs.

Bettie

I had gotten so weak

and

1

I

could not stand,

gave up in despair.

At last, my husband got me a bottle of
Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I com-

it From the very first
dose, I could tell It was helping me. I
can now walk two miles without its

In an Interesting

from this place,

letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly

Bullock

suffered for four troubles, 3on't give up In despair. Try
years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardu), the woman's tonic. It has helped
ttiis time, I could only sit up for a little more than a million women, in its 50
writes as follows :

"i

while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
all. At times, I would have severe pains surely help you, too. Your druggist hat
'

sold Cardui for years. He knows what
The doctor was called In, and his treat- it will do. Ask him. He will recom-mt- cd
ment relieved roe for a while, but 1 was
it Begin taking Cardui today.
Write
to: Chattsaoogs Meikln Co., Laales
soon confined to my bed again. After Advisory Dept..
Chattanooga.
Tena., for jSyootui
ItiMtructiotu en your case ana
book, home
that, nothing seemed to do me any good. Trsauaent far Yteaiea." seal la alais wrapper.
Jsl
in my left side.

Ml

Made from the celebrated Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Arsenic.

menced taking

Cama to Rescue.

fMlrili0t.a-

utm,

Acid

USBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE
Conditions,

S

.O0)

John L. Burnside, Register.

Feb.4
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Jan.7

10. 11, 12. 13, 14. EV4, EViW'i, NWV4NWV4
Sec 16, EVá, E'jWVi, SWV4SWVÍ Sec. 22. all
of Sees. 23. 24, 25. 26, 27, 84, 86. 86. T. 823.,
K. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, T. 833.,
Sec. 11. all of Sec. 13, all of
"V
.
a; v, SEVi Sec
., -1,
v.
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